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LETTER I.
Introduction.

8

Crichoff,in White Russia, January, 1787.

AMONGthe

various species or
modifications of liberty, of, which
on different occasions we .have' heard
so much in England, I do not recollecteverseeing anythingyet offeredinbehalf of the liberty of mak-

ing one's own terms in montybargains.
From so general and universal a neglect, it is anoldnotion
of mine,
as you well know, t h 4 this meek and
unassuming species of herty'has been
suflering much injustice,
I

8

,

1,
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,

A fancy has taken me, just now, to,
trouble you with my reasons ; which,
if you think them capable of answering any good purpose, youmay forwardtothe
press: or in the other
case, what will give you less trouble,
*
to the fire.
In a word, the proposition I have
been accustomed to lay down to myself on ,this subjet$ is ,tbe following
one, viz. that no man of r$c years and
of sound mind, acting freely, and with
his y e s o p , ought to be hindered, with
a view to his advantage, from making
such bargain, in the way of obtaining
money, as 'he thinks $t : nor, (what is a
'necessary'consequence) anybodyhindered from supplying him, upon any
terms kc' thinks proper to accede to,
This proposition, were it. to bereceived, would 'level, yousee,
at one
stroke, all 'the barriers whichlaw,
e

either
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eitherstatute
or common, have in
theirunited wisdom set‘up,either
againstthecrying
sin of Usury, or
against
the
hard-named
and
littleheard-of practice of Champerty; to
which we must also add a portion of
the multifarious, and as little-heardof offence, of Maintenance.
On this occasion, were it any individualantagonist I had to deal with,
my part would be a smooth and easy
one. rc You, who fettercontracts
(c you, who lay restraints on the liberty of man, it is for you” (I should
say) c c to assign a reason for your d&
ing so.” That contracts in .‘general
, .
oughttobe
observed, is a rule, t%
propriety of which, no man was ever
yet found wrongheaded enough to
deny : if this’case is one of the exceptions (for somedoubtlessthere
are)
which the safety and’ welfare o$ every
B2
so&y
1

4
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societyrequire
should be takenout
of that general rule, in this case, as in
all those others, it lies upon him, who
alledgesthenecessity o f ,theexception, to produce a reason for it,
* .
This, I say, would be a shortand
very easy method with an individual:
‘ but, as the world has no mouth of its
own to plead by, no certain attorney
by whichitcan u comeanddefend
‘ 6 this force and injury,”
I must even
find arguments for it at a venture, and
ransack my own imagination for such
phantoms as I can find to fight with.
In favour of the restraints opposed
to the’species of liberty I contend for,
lean imagine but five arguments.
1. Prevention of usury,
9.‘ Prevention of prodigality.
,,

’

3, protection of indigenceagainst
extortion.

4. Re-
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4. Repression of the temerity of
projectors.
5. Protection of simplicity against
imposition.

Of all these in their order,

6 LETT.11. Reds& f i r Restraint.
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LETTER 11.

Reruons for Restraint.-Preventioiz

of

usury.

1 Willbeginwiththe
prevention of
usury: because in thesound of the

1

word usury lies, I takeit,themain
strength of the argument : or, to speak
strictly, of what is of moreimportancethan all argument, of thehold
whichtheopinion
I amcombating
has obtained on the imaginations and
passions of mankind.
Usury is a bad thing, and as such
ought to. be prevented : usurers are a
badsort of men,avery.badsort
of
men, and as such ought to be punished
and
suppressed.
These
are among

the

,
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the stripg of propositions which every
man finds handeddown to him from
his progenitors : which most men are
disposed to, accede to without examination,and
indeed notunnaturally'
nor evenunreasonably
disposed, for
it is impossible the bulk of mankind
should. find leisure, had they the ability, to examine into ,the grounds of
an hundredth part of the rules and
maxims,which they find themselves
obliged to act upon. Very good apology this for John Trot: but a little
more inquisitiveness may be mquired
of legislators.
You, my friend, by whom tbe true
force of wordsis so well understood,
have, I am sure, gone before me in
perceiving, thatto
say usury is a
thing
to
be' prevented, is neither
more nor less thanbegging
mat- .
ter in question. I know of bnt two
definitioas .
'the

8
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definitions that can possibly begiven
of usury : one is, the taking of a
greater interest than the lawallows
of: this may bestyled the political
or legal definition. . The other is the
taking of a greater interest than it is
usual for men to give and take: this
may be styled the moral one:and
this, where the law has not interfered,
is plainly enough the only one. It is
plain, that in order for usury to be
prohibited by law, a positive description must havebeenfound
for it by
law, fixing, or rather
superseding,
the rn,oral one. To say then that
.usury is a thing that ought to be
prevented, is saying neithermore nor
less, than that the utmost rate of interestwhichshallbe
taken ought to
be fixed; and that fixation enforced
by penalties or such other means,
if any, 8s may answer the purpose of
preventing

.1

:

9

'

preventingthebreach
of it. A .law
punishingusurysupposes,
therefore,
a law fixing the allowed legal rate of
interest: and the propriety
of the penal law mustdependuponthe
propriety o f the simply-prohibitive, or,
if you please, declaratory one.
Onethingthen
is plain;that, an- ,
tecedently' to custom growing fromconvention,
there
can
be no
such
thing -as usury: for whatrate of interest i s there thatcan naturally be
more properthananother?what
natural fixed price can there be for'the
use of money more than for the use of
any other thing? Were it
not
then
for custom,usury,
considered in a
moral view,would notthen so much
as admit of a definition : so far from
having existence, it would not so
much as be conceivable : nor. therefore could the law, in the definition

B8

it:

.
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it took upon itself to give of such
offence,have so much as a guide to
' steer by.
Custom therefore is the
solebasis, which, eitherthe moralist
in his rules and precepts, .or the legislatorin his injunctions,can, have
to build upon. Butwhat basis can
be more weak or unwarrantable, as a
ground for coercive measures, than
free
choice?
custom resulting from
My neighboun, being at liberty, have
happened
to
concuI: among
themselvesin dealing at a certainrate of
interest. I, whohave money to lend,
.and Titius,. who wants to borrow it
of 'me,wouldbe glad, the *e of us
,.to accept,theotherto
give, an interestsomewhathigherthantheirs:
why is the liberty they exercise to bt
made a pretence for depriving me and
s

Titius of ours?
.

,

:

Nor
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Nor hss blind custotif, thtu made
the' mle
and
arbitrary gude, my
thing of steadiness or uniformity in
its decisions; it hasvaried, from age
to age, in the same country, it varies, from country to. country, in the
same age: and the legal rate has varied along with it; andindeed,with
regard to times past, it is from the
legal rate, more readily than from
any other source, that we collect the
customary. Among the Romans, till
the time of Justinian, we find it tw
high as 12 per cent, ;in England, so
late a s the time of Henry VIII, we
find . it, at 10 per ,cent.: succeeding
statutes reduced it to 8, then to 6,
and lastly to 5, where it stands at
present. Even at,. present in Ireland
it is at 6 per cent.; and in the WestIndies at 8 per cent. ; and i R , Wind0h1.1,where there is GO rate limit&
bY

;
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by law, the lowest customsry. rate is
10 or 19. -At Constantinople,in certain cases, as I have beenwell
informed, thirty per cent. is acom-

mon rate.' Now, of all these widely
different rates, what one i s there that
is intrinsically more proper than another?What
is i t that evidences this
propriety in each instance? what but
themutualconvenience
of theparties," as manifested by their consent ?
I t is conveniencethenthat
has produced whatever there has been o f custom in the matter:Whatcanthere
then be in custom, to make it a better goide than the convenience which
gave itbirth 3 andwhat
is there i n
convenience, ihat should make it a
dorse'ggaide. in one case thap in ano.&&'? I t wblild ,be~'convenient.t o me
to give 6 -per "cent. for money: 1

'.

,

,

wis&-toJo
so.
h '

'(No,"

(says the law)

('you

"
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‘(you shan’t.’’-Why

so 1 . 4 g Because
it is not convenient to your neighbour to giveabove 5 for it.” Can
any thing be more absurd than such a
reason ?
Much hasnotbeendone,
I think,
by legislators as yet in the- way of fixing the price of othercommodities:
,
and, in whatlittle
hasbeendone,
the probity of the intentiop has, I
believe,ingeneral,beenrathermore
unquestionablethan the rectitude of
the principle, or the felicity of the
resnlt. Putting moneyout at here&,
is exchangingpresentmoneyfor
fu.
ture: but why a policy,
which,
as
applied to exchanges‘ in general,
would be
geRerally
deemed
absurd
andmischievous;shouldbedeemed
necessary in the instance. of this particularkind
of exchange,mankind
are as yet to learn, For him who tskea
(6

((

.
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takee
.

as' much aa he can get for the
use of any other sort of thing,
an

1

home for instance, there is no, psrtioular. appellation, nor any mark of
disrepute: nobody is ashamed of doing so, nor is it usual so much as to
profess to do o'therwise. Why aman
who takes as much as he can get, be
it six, or seven,or eight, or ten per
cent. for the use of a sum of money,
should be called usurer, should be
loaded with an opprobrious-name, any
more than if he had bought an house
,with it,and made a proportionable
profit by the house, is more than I can

i-

see.

,

Another. thing I wouldalso wish
to learn, is, why the 'legislator should
'more anxious to limittherate
of
interest. one way; than the other?
why he should set his face against the
owners of that species of property
more

'be

i

.
PreuMtiM
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more than of anyother?
why he
should make it his business to prevent
their getting more than a certain price
for the use of it, rather than to prevent
their getting less? why, inshort,he
should not take means for making it
penal to offer less, for example, than
5 per cent. as well as to accept more?
Let any one that cap, find an answer
to thesequestions; it is more than I
C R ~do: I except always thedistant
and imperceptible advantage, of sinking theprice of goods of all kinds;
and, in that remote way; multiplgiltg
the future enjoyments of. individuals.
But this was a consideration by far too
distant and refined, .to'have been the
original ground for confining the limitation to this side.

.

16:
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Reasons for Restraint.-Prevention
Prodigality,
*

HAVING
done with sounds,

of

I come

gladly to propositions; which, as far
as they are true in point of fact, may
deserve the name of reasons. And
first, as to the efficacy of such restrictive taws wit.h regard to 'the Prevention
ef Prodigality.
That prodigality is a bad tbing,
and that the prevention of it is a proper object far the legislator to propose
to himself, so long as he confines himself to, what I look upon as, proper
measures, I have no objection to allow,
atleast for the purpose of ,the argument ;

Preveztion of Prodigality.
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ment j though were this the principal
question, I should look upon it as -incumbent on me to place in a fair light
the reasons there may be. for doubting,
how far, with regard to a person amived at the age of discretion, third persons may be competent judges; which of two painsmay be of greater force ,
and value to him, the present pain of
restraininghispresentdesires,
or the
future contingent pain he may be.exposed to suffer from the want to which
the expense of gratifying these desires
him, To
mayhereafterhavereduced
prevent our doing mischief to one
another, it is but too necessary to put
bridles into all our mouths : it 'is 'necessary to the tranquillity and very being of society : but that the tacking
of leading-strings
upon the backs of .
grown persons, i.n order to prevent
their doingtbemselrres a miPchief, is

not

.
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n'ot
necessary either to the being or
tranquillity of society, howeverconducive to its well-being, I think cannot be disputed. Such paternal, or, if
youplease, maternal care, maybe- a
good work, but it certainly is but a
work of supererogation.
Formy own part, I must confess,
that so long as such methods only are
employed, as to me appearproper ones,
dnd such there are, I should not feel
myself disinclinedto see some measures
taken fur the restraining of prodigality : ,
but this 1,cannot look uponas being
of the number, My reasons I will
m w endeavour to Iay before you.
In the first place, I 'take it, that it
is neither natural 'nor usual for prodigals, as such, to betake themselves to
h i s method, I meah, that of giving
8 rate of inkr't
above the ordinary
one, to
their wants.

iarppls

In

h
i
-
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I n the first place,noman,
I hope
you will allow, prodigal or not prodigal, ever thinks of borrowingmoney
to spend, so long as he has ready money
of his own, or effects which Ire can
turnintoready
money without loss.
And this d e d u c t h strikes off whirt,
I suppose, you wi11 look uponasthe
greatest
proportioh
of the perbus
mbject, at any given time, to the ihputation of prodigality.
In the next place, no man, in such
a countryasGreatBritain
a t least,
hasoccasion, nor is at alllikely, to
take up money a t anextraordinsry
Pate of interest, who has security t6
give, equal to ttiat upon whicli money
Is corirmonly to be had at the highest
ardinary rate: While so many advertise, as are to be seen -every day
advertising, money to be l m t a t five
per cetit. what s h h d poswm I mm,
who

,

90

'

'
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,who has any thing to offerthatcan
becalled a'security, to give, for example, six per cent.,is more than I
can conceive.
You may say, perhaps, that a man
. wbp wishes to lend his money out upon security, wishes to have his interestpunctually, and that without the
expense, and hazard, and trouble,
and - odium of going to law;and
that, 011 thisaccount, it is better ta
have a sober man to .deal with than a
prodigal. So far I allow you ; but
wereyou
to add, that on this ac-.
count it would be necessary for a prodigal to offer more than another man,
there J should disagree with you. In
the first place it is not 80 easy a thing,
nor, I take it,. a common thing, for
the lender upon security to be able to
,judge, QT even to form anyattempt
to judge, whether the cwdoct of
, .
oaf?

'

.
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, .

one who offers to borrow his' money
is or is not of such a cast, as t o bring
him under
this
description.
The
question,prodigal
or. not . prodigal,,
depends upon two pieces of information; neither of which,in
gened,
is .very easy to come at : on the one
hand, theamount of his means and
reasonable expectations ; on the other
hand, the amount of his expenditure.
The goodness or badness of the security is a question of . a very differentnature:uponthishead,every
man has a known and ready means of
obtaining
that
sort of information,
which is the most satisfactory.the nature of thingsaffords,
by gQiag to
his lawyer. It is accordjqgly, I take
it, on
their
lawyer's
opinian,
that
lenders in generalfaundtheirdetermination in these cases, and not upon
any caloulationp they may have formed,
con-

*
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.concerningthereceiptandexpeneven
diture of the borrower. But
supposing a man's disposition to prodigality to
be
ever so well known,
there are always enough to be found,
to whom such a disposition would be
rather an inducement than an objection, -so long as they were satisfied
with the security. Every body
knows
the advantageto be made in case of
mortgage, by foreclosing or forcing a
sale: and thatthisadvantage
is not
uncommonly looked out for, will, I
believe, hardly
be
doubted
by
any
one, who has had any occasion to observe the course of business inthe
court of Chancery.
In ,short so long as a prodigalhas
any thing to pledge,. or to dispose of,
whether in possession, or even in reversion, whether of a certain or even
of a contingentnature,
I see not,

how

'

:

6
.
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how he can receive the smallest bene.
6,t, from any laws that are, or can be
made to ,fix the rate of interest. For,
suppose the Jaw to be efficacious as
far as i t goes, and that the
prodigal.
can find none of those monsters called
usurers to deal with him, does he lie
quiet ? no suchthing:,he
goes an,
and gets tile money he wants, by selling his interestinstead
of borrowing. H e goes on, I say : forif he has
prudence
enough
to
stop him any
where, he is notthat
sort of man,
whom it can be worth while for the law
toattemptstopping
by such meads.
I t is plain enoughthen,thatto
a
prodigal thuscircumstanced,thelaw
cannot be of any service; on the contrary, it may, and in many cases must,
be of disservice to him, bydenying
him the option of a resource, which,
how disadvantageous soever, could
not
,
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not wellhaveproved

more so, but
so,
would naturally haveprovedless
than those which it leaves still open
to him, But of this hereafter.
I nowcome to the only remaining
-class of prodigals, viz. those who have
nothing that canbe called a security to
offer.- These, I should think,are net
more likely to get money upon an er'traordinary rate of-interest, than an ordinary one, Personswho either feel,
or find reasons for pretending to feel,
a friendship for the borrower, can not
take of him more thanthe ordinary
rate of interest: persons who have no
such motive -for lending him, will not
lend him at all: If they know him
for what he is, that will prevent them
of course : and even though they
shsuld know nothing of him by aoy:
other .circumstance, the very ciicutpstance of his not being able to f$d a
.c.

fcieacl.
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friendto trust him at the highestordinary rate, will be sufficient reason to
a strangerforlookingupon him as a
man, who, in thejudgment of his
friends, is not likely to pay.
The way that prodigals run into
debt, after they have spent their substance, is, I take it, 'by borrowing of
their friends and acquaintance, at ordinary interest, or more commonly at
no interest,smallsums,such
as each
manmaybe
content to lose, or be
ashamed to ask real security for ; and
as prodigalshavegenerally an extensiveacquainta.nce(extensive,acquaintance being at once the
cause and effect
of. prodigality), the sumtotal of the
money a man may thus find means to
squander, may beconsiderable,tho'
each sum borrowed may, relatively to
* the circumstances of the lender, have
beeninconsiderable.
This I take to

,

c

be

.

.
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be the race which prodigals, who have
spenttheir. all, run at present,under
the present system of restraining laws:
and this, and no other, I takeit, would
be the race they would run, were those
laws out of the way.
is, I
Anotherconsiderationthere
think,which will compleat your conviction, if it was not com.pleat before, .of the inefficacy of these laws,
as to the putting any sort of restraint
upon prodigality. This is, thatthere
is anotherset of people from whom
.prodigals get what they want, and always will get it, so long as credit lasts,
in spite of all laws against high interest 3 and, should they find it necessary, at an expense more than equal
to .an excess of interest they might
otherwise have to give. I mean the
tradesmen who deal in the goods they
want. Every body knows it is much
easier
’

I
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easierto get goods than money.
People trustgoodsuponmuch
slenderer
security than they do money: it is very
natural'they should do so : ordinary
profit of trade upon the whole' capitalemployedin
a man'strade,even
after theexpense of warehouse-rent,
journeymen's wages, andothersuch
generalcharges,
aretakenintothe
account, and set against it, is at least
equaltodoubleinterest;
say 10 per
cent.Ordinaryprofituponanyparticularparcel
of goods musttherefore be a great deal more, say at least
triple interest, 15 per cent. : inthe
way of trading,then, a mancan afford to be at least three times as adof
venturous, ashecanintheway
lending,
and
with
equal
prudence,
SO long, then, as a man is Iooked
upon as onewho will pay, he can
much easier get the goods he wants,
c2
&an.

88
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than he could the money to buy them
with, though he were content to give
for it twice, or even thrice the ordinary
rate of interest.
Supposinganybody,
for thesake
of extraordinarygain,'tobewilling
to run the
risk of supplying him, althoughthey
did not look upon his
personalsecurityto
be equaltothat
of anotherman,and
for thesake of
the extraordinary profit to run the extraordinary risk ; inthetrader,in
short in every sort of trader whom he
was accustomedtodealwithinhis
solventdays,he
sees apersonwho
mayaccept
of anyrate
of profit,
wjthout the'smallest danger from any
laws that are, or can be m d e . against
usury. How idle, then,tothink
of
stopping a manfrommaking
six, or
seven, or eight
per
cent.
interest,
prowhen, if he chuses to run a risk
portionable,

I
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portionable, he may in this way make
thirty or forty per cent. or any rate
you please. And as to the prodigal,
if he cannot get what he wants upon
these terms, what chance is there of
hisgetting it upon any terms, supposingthe laws against usury, tobe
away ! This then is another way, i n
which,instead of serving, it injures
him, by narrowinghis
option, and
driving
him
from a market which
might have proved lessdisadvantageous, to a more'disadvantageousone.
. As far as prodigality; then,, is concerned, I must confess, I cannotsee
the use of stopping the current of e x - ;
.penditnre in this way atthe fusset,
when there are so many unprevent- .
able ways of letting it run out at the
bung-We.
Whether any harm is done to society, upon. the wbde, by letting 60
much

.

30
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much money drop at once, out of the
pockets of the prodigal, who would
have gone on wastingit, into the till
of the frugal' tradesman, who will lay
it up, is not worth the
inquiry
for
the present purpose: what is plain is,
that, so far as the saving the prodigal from paying at an extraordinary
rate for what he gets to spend, is the
object of the law, that object is not
at all promoted, by fixing the rate of
interestupon moneyborrowed;
On
the contrary, ,if the lawhas any etfect, it runscounter t s thatobject:
since, were he to borrow, it would
only be, in as far as hecouldborrow
at a rate inferior to that at which
otherwise he would be obliged to buy.
Preventing his borrowing at an extrarate, may have the effect of increasing
his distress, but cannot have the, effect
of lessening it: ,allowinghis,borrowing
at

Prevention of Prodigality.
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at such a rate, might have the effect
of lessening his distress, but couldnot
,have the effectof increasing it.
To put a stop to prodigality, if indeed it beworth while, I know but
of one effectual coursethatcan
be
taken,inaddition
to theincompleat
and insufficient courses at
present
practicable,and
that is toput
the
convicted prodigal under an
interdict,
as was practised formerly among the
Romans, and is still practisedamong
theFrench,
and othernationswho
havetaken
the Roman law for the
ground-work. of their own. Butto
discuss the'expediency,orsketch out
the details of such an institution,
belongs not to the present purpose.
'

'
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LETTER IV.
Reasons.for Restraint.-Protection
Indigence.

of

B

ES I D ES 'prodigals,thereare
three otherclasses
of persons, and
but three, for, whosesecurity
I can
conceive these restrictive laws to have
I meantheindigent,
beendesigned.
simt h e rashly enterprizing,andthe
ple: those whose pecuniary necessities
may,dispose- them to give aninterest
abovetheordinaryrate,ratherthan
not have it, and those who, from rashness, may be disposed to venture upon
givingsuch a rate, or from carelessness combined with ignorance, 'may b e
. disposed to acquiesce in it.
In
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I n speaking of these three different
classes of persons, I must beg leave to
consider one ‘of them at a time : and
accordingly, in speaking of the indigent, I must consider indigence in the
first place as untinctured with simplicity. On thisoccasion, I may suppose, and ought to suppose, no particular defect in a man’s judgment, or
his temper, that should misleadhim,
more than theordinary run ofmen.
H e knows what is his interest as well
as they do, and is as well disposed and
able to pursue it as they are.
I have already intimated, what I
think isundeniable,
that there are
no one or two or other limitednumber of rates of interest, that can be
equally suited tothe unlimited number of situations, i n respeci of the -degree of exigency, in which a anan is liable to find himself: insomuch that
C3
to
~

’

to the situation of a man, who by t h e
use of money can make, for example,

11 percent., six percent. is as wet1
adapted, as 5 per cent. is to t h e aituation of himwhocanmake
but IO-;
to that of him who can make 12 per
cent. seven, and so on. So, in the case

of his wanting it to save himself from
a loss, (which is thatwhich
is most
likely to be in view under the name
of exigency) if that loss woufd. amount
to 11 per cent. 6 per cent. is as well
adapted-tohissituation,as
J per
of
cent. would be tothesituation
him,who bad but a loss amounting
to ten per cent. to save himself from
by the like means. And in any case,
though, in proportion to the amount
of .the loss, the rate of interest were
even so great, as that the clear saving
should
amount to more than one
per cent. or any fraction per cent. pet

not

. c

so
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to any thing,
hewould be just so much the better
forborrowingevenon
suchcomparatively disadvantageous
terms.
If,
instead of gain, we putany
other.
kind of benefit or advantage-if, instead of loss,we put any otherkind
of mischief or inconvenience, of equal
value, the result will be the same.
A man is in one of these situations,
suppose, in which it would befor his
advantage to borrow. But his circumstances are such, that it would
not be worth any body's while to lend
him, at the highest rate which it is
,.
proposed the law should allow;In
short, he cannot get it at that rate. If
he thought he could get it at that rate,
most surely he
would
not give a
higher : he may be trusted for that : .
. for by tbe supposition he h& nothing
defective in his understanding. But .
the

.
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the fact is, he cannot get it at that
lowerrate,
At a higherrate,however, he could get it :, and atthat
rate, though higher, it would be
worth his
while
to get it: so, he
-judges; who hasnothingtohinder
him from judging right ; who has
every
mbtive
and every
means
for
forming a right judgment ; who has
every
motive
and
every
means
for
informing
himself
of the circumstances, upon which rectitude of judgment, in the caseinquestion,depends,, The legislator, who knows
nothing,norcan know any thing, of
any one of all these
circumstances,
whoknowsnothing
at all about the
matter, comes and' says to him--" I t
cc signifies nothing; you shall
not
cc have the money: for it would
be
doing you a mischief to let you
w borrow it upoa such terms:'And
'

'

*

'
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And this out of prudence and loving-kindness !-There may beworse
cruelty:
but
can
there be greater
folly ?
The follyofthosewhopersist,
as
is supposed,withoutreason,
in not
takingadvice,hasbeen
much expsc
tiated upon, But the follyofthose
who persist,. without reason, in forcing
theiradviceuponothers,hasbeen
butlittledwelt
upon, though it is,
perhaps, the morefrequent, and the
moreflagrant of the two. It is not
often that one man is a bettet. judge
for another, than that other is for
himself,even in caseswhere the adviser will take the trouble. to make
himselfmaster of asmany of the materials for judging,as are within the
reach of the person to beadvised,
Bat the legislator is not,cannotbe,
in the possession of any one of these
materials.

’
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materials. What, private,. canbe
equal to such public folly ?
I should now speak of the enterprizing class of borrowers : those,
who, when characterized by a single
term, are distinguished by- the unfavourable appellation af projectors :
but in'what I shallhave to say of
them, Dr. Smith, I begin to foresee,
will bear so material a part, that
when I come to enter upon that subject, I think to take my leave of you%
and address myself to him.

LETTER V.
Reasons for Restraint.-Protectiwz
Simplicity.

of

1 Come,lastly, to thecase. of the
simple. Here, in the firstplace,
I
think I am by this time .entitled to
observe, that no simplicity,. short of
absoluteidiotism, can cause the individual to make a moregroundIess
judgment than the legislator,, who
in the circumstances
above
stated,
.
should pretend to confine him to any
given rate of interest, would have
made for him.
Another consideration, equally conclusive, is, that were the legislator’s
judgment ever so much superior to
the in8ividual’s how weak
soever
that

40
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that may be, the exertion of it on this
occasion can neverbe any otherwise
thap useless, so longas there are so
many similaroccasions,as there ever
must be,where the simplicity of the
individual is equallylikelytomake
him a sufferer, and on which the legislator cannot interpose with effect, nor
hasever so muchasthought
of .interposing.
Buying goods with money, or upon
day :
credit, is the businessofevery
borrowing money is the business, only,
of some particular exigency,which,
in comparison, can occur but seldom.
'Regulating the prices ofgoodsingeneral would be an endless task, and no
legislator has everbeenweak enough
to think of attemptingit. And supposing he were to regulate the prices,
what would that signifyfor the pro&
tection of simplicity, unlesshewere
to
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to regulate, also the quantum of what
each man should buy ? Suchquantum is indeed
regulated,
or rather
to prevent buying
meansaretaken
altogether;but
in what cases ? In
those only where. the weakness is adjudged to have arrived at such apitch,
as to render a man utterly unqualified
for the management of his affairs: in
short, when it has arrived at the length
of idiocy.
But in what degree soever a man’s
weakness may expose him to imposition, he standsmuchmore
exposed
to it, i n the way of buying goods,
than in the way of borrowing money.
To be informed, beforehand, of the
ordinaryprices
of all the sorts of
things, a manmayhaveoccasion
to
buy, may be a task of considerable
variety and extent. To be informed
of the ordinary rate of interest, is to

be
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be informed of one single fact, too interesting not. to have attracted attention,and too simple to haveescaped
enthe memory. A few percent.
hancement upon the price of goods,
is a matter that mayeasily enough
pass unheeded ; but a single per cent.
beyond the ordinary interest of money,
is a stride more conspicuous and startling, than many percent.upon
the
price of any kind of goods,
Even inregard to subjects,which,
by their importance would, if any,
justify'a regulation of their price, such
as for instance land, 1 question whether
there ever was an instance where, without somesuchgroundas,on
the one
side fraud, or suppression of facts necessary to form a judgment of the
vrd,ae, or at least ignorance of such
on the other, a bargain was reorcinded, inerelybecause a man had
sold
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sold too cheap, or boughttoodear.
Were I to take a fancy to give a
hundred
years
purchase
instead
of
thirty, for a piece of land, rather than
not have it, I don't think there is any
court in England, or indeed any where
else, that would interpose to hinder
me, much less to punish the seller with
the loss of threetimes the purchase
money,asin the case of usury. 'Yet
when I had got my piece of land, and
paid my money, repentance, were the
law ever so well disposed to assist me,
might beunavailing:for
the seller
might have spent the money, or gone
off with it. But, in the case of borrowing money, it is the borrower always,
who, according to the indefinite, or
short term for which money is lent, is
on the safe sjde: any imprudence he
may havecommitted.withregardto
the rate of interest, may be corrected
at
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at any time : if I find I havegiven too
high an interest to one man, I have no
more to do than to borrow of another
at a lower rate, and pay off the first:
if I eannot find any body to lend me
at a lower, there cannot be a more
certain proof that the first was not in
reality too high. But of this hereafter.
I

,
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LETTER VI.
Mischz’fls of the anti-usurious Laws.
I N the preceding Letters, I have examined all the modes I can think of,
in which the restraints,imposed by
I

I

the laws against usury, can have been
fancied to be of service.
I hope it appears by this time, that
there are no ways in which those laws
can do any good. But there are several,inwhichtheycan
not but do
mischief.
The first I shall mention, is that of
precluding so many people, altogether,
from the getting the money they stand
in need of, to answer their respective
exigencies. Think what a distress it
.

,would
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wouId produce, were -the liberty of borrowing denied to every body : denied to
those who have such security to offer,
as renders the rateof interest, they have
to offer, a sufficient inducement, for a
man'who has money, totrustthem
withit.
J u s t thatsame sort of distress is produced, bydenyingthat
liberty 'to so many people, wl~osesecurity, though, if they were permitted
to add something to that rate, it would
be sufficient,is
rendered insufficient
by their being denied that liberty.
Why the misfortune, of not being possessedof that arbitrarily exacted degree of security, should be'made a
ground for subjecting a man to a
hardship, which is not imposed on
those .who are free from that misfortune, is morethan I can see. To discriminatethe formerclassfrom
the
latter, I can see but this one circumstance,

,

stance,
viz.
that their necessity is
greater. This it is by the very'supposition:
for
were
it not,
they
could
not be, what they are supposed to be,
willing to give- more to berelieved
from it. In thispoint ofview then,
the sole tendency of the law is, to
heap distress upon distress.
A secondmischief is, that of rendering the terms so much the worse,
to a multitude of those, whose circumstances exempt them from beingprecluded
altogether
from
getting the
for. I n
money
they
have
occasion
this case, the mischief,thoughnecessarily less intense than i n the other, is
much more palpable and conspicuous,
Thosewhocannotborrowmay
get
what they want, so long as they have
any thing to sell.Butwhile,
out of
loving-kindness,orwhatsoeverother
motive, the,law precludes a man from
borrowing,

'

'
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borrowing, upon terms which.it deems
too disadvantageous, it does not preclude himfrom
selling, . upon any
terms, howsoever
disadvantageous.Every bodyknows that forcedsales
are attended with a loss: and, to this
loss, what would bedeemed a most
extfavagant interest bears in general
no proportion. When a man'smoveablesare
taken i n execution,they
are, I believe, pretty well sold, if,
after a11 expenses paid, theproduce
amounts to two-thirds of what it
would cost to replace them. In this
wag the providence and loving-kindness of the law costs him 33 per cent.
and nomore, supposing, what is seldom the .case, that no more of the effects are takenthanwhat
is barely
necessary to make up the money due.
IC in her negligence and weakness,
she were to suffer him to offer 11 per
cent.
~

,

,
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cent.perannum
for forbearance, it
would be three yearsbefore h e paid
whathe is chargedwith,inthe
first
instance, by her wisdom.
Such beingthekindnessdoneby
the law to the owner of moveables, lei
us see how it fareswith him who has
an interest.in immoveables.Before
the'late war, SO years purchase for
land might be reckoned, I-.think. it .is
pretty wellagreed,amediumprice.
During *e distressproducedbythe
war,,lands,which
it was necessary
shouldbe sold, were sold at 90, 18,
nay, I believe,
in
some
instances,
even so low as 15,yearspurchase, If
I do not misrecollect, I remember instances of lands put up to public auction, for which nobody bid 80 high. as
In many instances, viltay;
which. had been bought bebre Be
war, or at the beginning d it, : and,'in
D
the

fifteen.,

5
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the interval, had been improved rather
than impaired, soldfor less than half,
or even the quarter, of what they had
beenbought for. I dare nothere for
my'part pretend to be exact : but on
were it worth their nothis p8~~88;e,
tice, Mr. Skinner, or Mr. Christie,
couldfurnishvery
instructive notes.
Twenty years purchase
instead
of
thirty, 1 may be allowed to take, at
least for illwtration. An estate then
of lW1. a year,clear' of taxes, was
devised to a. man, charged, suppose,
withl5001. with interest till the mwey
cent. inteshould be paid.Fiveper
rest,, the utmost, .which could be accepted'from the owner, did not answer
the inqumbrapcer's purpose : he chose
t~ have the money. But 6 per cent. perhaps, would have angwered his purpose.,
if not,most ce~Ninly itwould have
swered &e purpose of somebody e!se :
for
, a n -

for multitudes there all- along were,
whose purposes were answered by five
per cent. The warlasted, I think,
Seven years: the, depreciation of the
value of landdidnot take pl&e.irnmediately: but ss, on the other hand,
neither did it immediately recover its
former price upon the peace, if indeed
it haseven yet recovered it, we may
pat sevenyearsfor the time, during
which it would be .inore advantageow
to pay..this extraordinary rate of;.it&
teresf than sell the land, and daring
which, accordingly, this extraordinary
mte.af isterest would have had to rnh.
One per cent. for seven years, is not
quite of equal worth:to seven,-pr cent,
the first gear; say, however, that it is,
The estate, which before the .war wr188
worth thirty years purchase, thlrt i p
3ooo1, pnd 'which the devim . h r d
given to the devisee -for that'value,
'

DFa

being

*

I
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being put up to sale, fetched but 90
years purchase, 20001. Atthe end
of that period it wouldhave fetched,
its' original value, 30001. Compare,
then, the situation of 'the devisee at
the 7 years end, under the law, with
what it would have been,.without the
law. . I n the former case, the land selling for $ 0 . .years
purchase,
i. e..
2 0 0 1 . what he
would
have,
a&& '
payingthe 1,5001. is 5001. ;. which,
wifii theinerest
of that sum, at 5
per cent, for seven years, viz. 1752.
m&m, at the end of that seven years;
675i.i In the other case, paying + 6
per m t . on the 1,5001.. that is -901.
a year, and receiving all that time the
rent.of the land, viz. 1001. he would
have
at the *tien, years' end, the
ammnt &the remaining' ten pound.
daring,tiiat period, that is 701. in addition '
t
ohis 10001."675. substracted
from
~

h a d '

from 1,0701. leaves 3951. This SSSL
then, is whathe,loses out of 1,070l.
almost 37 per cent. of his capital, by
the loving-kindness of the law. Make
the calculations,andyou
will find,
that, by preventing him from borrowing the 'money at 6 per cent. interest,
it makes him nearly as much'a sufferer
as if he had borrowed it at ten.
What I have said hitherto confined tothe case ofthose wha have persent value to give, for the money they
stand in need of. If they have no such
value,then if theysucceedin
pur-.
chasing assistance upon any terms, it
mustbe in breach of the law; their
lenders exposing themselvesto its vengeance : for I speak not here of the t"
cidentalcase,of its being so constructed
as to,& liable io evasion. But, even
in this. cask, tbe mischievous ioauence
of the law stillpursues them; aggrdsivating

I

.is

~

,

,
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vsting the verymischief it pretends
to remedy, Though it be
inefficad o u s in the way in which.the legisla.hr.wishes to see it efficacious, it is efficocious in the way opposite to that in
which he would wisb to see it so,. The
.effect Qfit is, to raise the rate of interest, higher than it would be otherwise,and that in two ways. I n the
.firstplace, a man must, in common
.prudence, . as Dr. Smith. observes,
awke a point of being indemnified, not
only for whatsoever extraordinary risk
it io that he runs, independently of the
Jaw, but for the veryriskoccasioned
-by thebw : he must be ‘insured, as it
were,. .again& the. law, This cause
. w d d operate, were there even as many
persoas ready to lend upon tbe illegal
.*e, as-tlpon the legal, But this is not
,.thn,,mse:SB.great number of persons
a I Q f.cOum,driven out of this .corn: ..
.
petition,
,

:
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petition,by the 'danger of the business,and another great number, by
of
the disrepute which,undercover
these prohibitory laws ,or otherwise, has
fastened itselfupon the name of usurer.
So manypersons,therefore,being
driven out of the trade, it happens in
this branch, as it mustnecessarily in
everyother, that thosewho .remain
have the less 'to with-boldthem from
advancing their terms; and without
confederating (for,it must beallowed
that confederacy in such a case is
plainlyimpossible)eachone
will find
it easier to push his advantage up to
any given degree of exorbitancy, than
he would, if there were B greater number of persons of the samestamp to
mort to,
As to the .case where the law is so
wor4d as to be liable .to be evaded,
in .this case it is partly' iae5cscioG.

and

and nugatory, and partly mischievous.
It is nugatory as to all'such,whbse
'confidence'of 'its being so is perfect :
it is.mischievous, as before, in 'regard
to all such 'who fail of possessing'thit
perfect confidence. If the borrower
'can find nobody 'at all who has confidence-'enough to take advantage of
the flaw, he stands precluded frm all
he
assistance, as before:and,though
should, yet the lender'sterms 'must
necessarily run the higher, in proportion 'to what 'his confidence wants of
'king perfect. It is not likely that it
,should be perfect : it is still less likely
that he should acknowledge it ,so to
be : it is not likely, at least as matters
.stand in England, thatthe, worst-penned
law made for this purpose shoald be
ialtogethtr destitute of effect : and titile
-jt has any, ,thatdeet, we see, must be
,in one way or other mischievous. .
I have
'
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I have alreadyhinted at the disrepute, the ignominy, the r e p r o d ,
whichprejudice, the causeand the
effectofthese
restrictivelaws,has
heapedupon that perfectlyinnocent
andevenmeritoriousclass
of men,
who, not more for their ownadvantage than to the relief of the distresses
,of theirneighbour,may
haveventured to break through these restraints.
It iscertainly not a matter of indifference, that a classofpersons,who,
in every point ofview in which their
conduct can be ,placed, whether iri rilation to their own. interest, or in relation to tbat of the persons, whom
they have to deal with, as well on the
score'ofprudence, as on that of beneficence, (and of n,hat use is even
benevolence, but in a s . far as it is
productive of beneficeace' ?); deserve
praise rather than cenwe, sho& k.
D8;' .
classed
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classed with the abandonedandproiigate, and loadedwithadegree
of
infamy,which is due to thoseonly
whoseconductis in itstendency the
most opposite to their own.
‘‘This suffering,” it maybesaid,
‘a having already been taken account
“ of, is not to be brought to account a
(( second time : they are aware, .asyou
‘c yourselfobserve,of
thisinconve6c nience,andhave
taken care to get
!‘such amends for it, as they themselves
look upon as suficient.” True : but
is it sure that the compensation, such
-88 i t is, will always, in the event,
hve proved a suficient one? Is there
no room here
for
miscalculation?
May therenot be unexpected,un,loolred-for incidents, sufiicient to turn
into bitterness the utmostsatisfaction
’which the difference of pecuniary
For who
umolnment
could
afford?
can
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‘can see to the end of that inexhaustible train of consequences that are
liable to ensue from the loss of reputation? Who canfathom
the abyss
of infamy? At any rate, this article
of mischief, if not an addition in its
quantity to the others above-noticed,
is at least distinct from them in its
nature, and assuch ought not to be
overlooked.
Nor is the event of the execution
of the law by any means an unexampled one : several such, at different
times, have Eallen within my notice.
Then. comesabsoluteperdition : loss
of character, .and forfeiture, not of
thpeetimes the extra-interest,which
formed the profit of the offence, but
of threetimes the principal,which
gave occasion to it *.
The

* SqL&oduction to the Principles of Morale
andLegislation, 4t0, 1789. Chi 14. On the proportion between punishments and offences:
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The last article I have to mention
in the account of mischief, is, the corruptive influence,exercised 'by these
' laws, on the morals of the people;
by the pains they take, and cannot
but take, to give. birth to treachery
and ingratitude. T o purchase a possibility of being enforced, the law neither has found, nor, what is very ma' terial,must
it everhope to find, in
this case, any other expedient, than
that of hiring a man to break his engagement, and to crush the hand that ,
has been reached out to help him. I n
the ease of informers in general, there
has been lio ,troth plighted, nor benefit
received. I n the case of real criminals invihd by rmards ti, inform
against accomplices, it is by such
breach of faith tbat society is' held
together, as in other cases *bythe
ohmawe of it. In the. case of real
crimes,

'
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crimes, in proportionastheir
mischievousness is apparent, what cannot
but bemanifestevento
the criminal,
is, that it is by the adherence to his
engagement that he
would
do
an injury to society, and that by the breach
of such engagement, instead-of doing
mischiefheisdoing
good : in the
case of usury this is wkat no man can
know, and what one can scarcelythink
itpossible for any man, who,in the
character of the borrower,has been
concernedin such a transaction, to
imagine. He knew that, even in t i i s
own judgment, the engagement was
a beneficial one to himself, or .he
would not haveenteredinto it :. and
nobody else but the lender is affected
by it.
~

1

’
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LETTER VII.
E$ca y of anti-usurious Laws.

BEFORE I quit altogether the consideration of the case in which a law,
made for the purpose of limiting the
rate of interest, may beinefficacious
with regard to that end, I cannot forbear taking some further notice of a
passage already alluded to of Dr.
Smith’s: because, to my apprehension, that passage seems to throw upon
the subject a degree of obscurity,
which I could wish to see cleared up,
h.a Euture edition .of that valable

work.
‘*No law,” says he*, IC can reduce
(‘the common rate of interest below
.

* B,ii, c. 10, 801, ii, p. 45, edit. 8vo. 1784.

the
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theahwest ordinary market rate, at
the time when that law was mde.
'(Notwithstanding the edict of 1766,
6' by which the French king attempted
(6 t o reduce the rate of interest from
6' five to four per cent., money conti( c nued to be lent in France at five per
('cent. the law being evaded in several
different ways."
As to the general position, if so it
be, so much,according to me, the
better: but I mustconfess I donot
seewhy thisshouldbe the case. It
is for the purpose of proving the truth
of this general position, that the fact
of the inefficacy of this attempt seems
to be adduced : for no other proof
isadduced but this.But,taking.
thefact for granted, I do not see how it
can besufficient to support the inference, The law,we are tnld at the
same time, was evaded: but, we are
.
,mtt
6~
((

((

,
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not told how it came to beopen to
evasion. I t might be owing to a
particular defect inthe
penningof
that particular law : or, what comes
to the same thing, in the provisions
made for carrying it into execution.
In either case, it affords no support to
the geneictlposition : nor can that
position be a just one, unless it were
so inthe case where every provision
hadbeen made, that couldbemade,
for giving efficacy to the law. . For
ttie position t o be true, tbe.case must
be, that the law would still- be broken,
even after every means of what- can
properly be called evasion hadbeen
removed. True or untrue, the positioa
is irertiiuly not self-evident enough t~
be received without proof: yet nothing
is adduced in proof of it, but the fact
above-noticed; which we see amounts
tk no such thing. What is more, I
should
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should not expect to find it capable of
proof. I do not see, what it is, that
shouldrender the lawincapable of
(6 reducing the common rate of interest
(‘below the lowestordinarymarket
rate,” but sucha state of things,
such a combination of circumstances,
w should afford obstacles equally pow’ erful, or nearly so, to the efficacy ,of
the law against ail higherrates.
For
destroying the law’s efficacy altogether,
I know of nothing that couldserve,
but a resolution on the part of all persons anyway privy not to inform : but
by such a resolution any higher rate is
just as effectuallyprotected as any
lower one.
Suppose
the resdution,
the
strictlyspeaking,universal,and
law must in all instances be equallyinefficacious ; all rates of interest equally
free; and ‘the state of men’s dealiaga
inthis way just what it would be,
were
((
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were there no law at all upon the subject. But in this case, the position, in
as far as it limits the inefficacy of the
law to those rates which are below the
‘‘ lowest ordinary market rate,” is not
. true. For my part, I cannot conceive
how any such universal resolution could
have been. maintained, or could ever
be maintained, without an open ‘con- ‘
cert, and as open’ a rebellion against
government;nothing
of which sort
appears to have taken place : and, as
‘to any particular confederacies, they
are as capable of protecting any higher
ratesagainst .the prohibition, as any
lower ones.
Thus much indeed must be admitted, that the low rate in question, viz.
that which was the lowest ordinary
.lrrSrke& rate immediately before the
&kbg of the law, is likely to come
in f& the :protection of the public
against

,
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against the law, more frequently than

any otherrate.
That must bethe
caseon two accounts : first, because
by being of the number of the ordinary rates, it was, by the supposition,
more
frequent
than
any
extraordinary
ones : secondly, because the disrepute
annexed to the idea of usury, a 'force
whichmighthavemore
or less efficacy inexcluding, from theprotection above spoken of, 'such extraordinary rates, cannot well be- supposed
t o apply itself, or at least not in equal
degree, to this low and ordinary.rate.
A lender has certainly less to stop him
from taking a rate,which
maybe
taken withoutdisrepute,
than from
taking one, which a man could not
take without subjecting himself to
thatinconvenience:nor
is it likely,
that men's imaginations and sekiments
should testify so sudden anobsequiousness

.
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ness to the law, as to stamp disrepute
to-day, upon a rate of interest to which
no such accompaniment had stood annexed the day before.
Were I to be asked how I imagined
the casestoodinthe
particular instance referred to by Dr.Smith : judging from his account of it, assisted by
generalprobabilities, I shouldanswer
thus;-Thelaw,
I should suppose,
was not so penned as to be altogether
proofagainstevasion.
In many instances, of which it is impossible any
account should have been taken, it was
indeed conformed to : in some of those
instances, people who would have lent
otherwise, abstained from lending altogether; in othersofthoseinstances,
people lent their moneyat the reduced
led rate. I n otherinstancesagain,
the law was broken : the lenders trusting, partly to .expedients recurred to
for

fbr evading it, partly to the good faith,
and honour of those whom they had to
deal with: in this class of instances it
was natural, for the two reasons above.
sagges%ed, that thosewhere the old
legal rate was adheredto,shouldhave
been the mostnumerous,
From the
circumstance, not only of their num.
ber, but of their more direct repup
nancy to the particular recentiaw in
question, they h u I d naturally be the
most takennotice
of. And this, 1.
should suppose, was the foundation in
point of fact for the Doctor's general
position
above-mentioned,
that no
'' law cm reduce the common rate of
'' interest below the lowest ordinary
" market rate, at the time when that
" law was made," *
I h England, as far. as I can trust
my. judgment and imperfectgeneral
recolledtion of the purport ,of the

Jaws

I
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lawsrelative to this matter, I s h o d
notsuppose thatthe above position
wouldprove true, That there is .no
such thing as any palpable and universally-notorious, as well asuniversally-practicable receipt for that purpose, is manifest from the examples,
which, as I havealreadymentioned,
every now and then occur, of con+
tions uponthese statutes. Two such
receipts, indeed, I shall have occasion
to touch upon presently ; butthey
are either not obvious enough in their
nature, or too troublesome or not extensiveenough in .their application,
to havedespoiled the law aitogether
of its terrors or of-its preventive effi-

-

eacy..
. In the country in'which I am w&
ibg, the wholesystem of laws on this
subject is perfectly, apd very happily,

I

inetlicaciorzs. The rate tixRd by law
is
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is s per cent. : many people lend money ; andnobody at that rate : the
lowest ordinary rate,upon
the verybestreal security, is 8 per cent. ; 9,
and even 10, uponsuch security, are
common. Six or seven may have
place, now and then, betweenrelations or other particular friends : because, now and then, a man may
choose to make a present of one or
two per cent. to apersonwhom
he
means to favour. . The contract is renewed from year to year : for a thousand
roubles,
the borrower, in his
written contract, obligeshimself to
pay at the end of the year one thousandand fifty. Beforewitnesses, he
receiveshisthousandroubles;
and,
without witnesses,
he
immediately
pays back his 90 roubles, or his 40
roubles, or whatever the sum may be, .
that is necessary to bring the real
rate

7%
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rate of. interest to the rate- verbally
agreed on.
This contrivance,, I take it, would
not do in England : but why it would
not, is aquestionwhich i t . would be
in vain for me to pretend, at this distance from all authorities, to discuss.
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LETTER VIII.
Virtual Usuy'allowed.
HAVING proved, as I hope by this
time, the utter impropriety of the law's
limiting the rate of interest, in every
case that can be conceived, it may be
rather matter of curiosity, than any
far the
thing else,toinquire,how
law,on this head, is consistentwith
itself', andwithanyprinciples
upon
which it can have built.
1. Drawing and >e-drawing is a
practice,which
it' will be sufficient
here $0 hint at. It isperfectlywell
known to all merchants, and may be
SO to. all who ,are bot merchants, by
consulting Dr. Smith. I n this way,
E

he

he has shewn how money may be, -and
has been, taken up, at so high a rate,
as 13 or 14 per cent.; a rate nearly three
times as high'as the utmost which the
lawprofesses to allow. The extra interest is,. in this case, masked under the
names of commission, and price of e$change. The,commission is but mail
upon each loan; n o t more, I think,
t l m m e half per cent. ; custom-having
stretched so far but no further, it might
be' thought dangerous, perhaps, .to
venture upon (any higher allowance
under that name. The charge, being
repeated a number df .times in the
course of the .year, makes up in 'frequency what it'wants in weight. The
-transaction is by this shift rendered
,mme' troltblesomi, indeed, but not
Iessp&ibable, t o ~ ~ o'parties
b
as are
agreedr&6nt i t . ' 'Bat Jf 'iisury is good
.for smerohants, 1.& # t very well see
. what
.

L

whatshouldmake
it badfor w r y
body else.
2. At this distance .from all the
fountains of legal .knowledge, I will
not pretend to say, whether the practice of selling accepted bilh at an under
value, would. hold good against all attacks, It strikes my recollection as a
pretty commonone,and
I think it
could not bebroughtunder
$iy .of
the penal statutes against usury. The
adequateness of the consider,ation
might, for ought I know, be attasked
with success,ina
court of equity;
or,perhaps,
if there were suficient
evidence (which. the agreement of the
parties might easily prevent) by an
action at common law, for money had
and received. If the practice be really
proof against all attacks, it seems tp
.afford.an effectual,and pretty commodious method of evading the reE2
strictive
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strictive laws. The only restraint is,
thatit
requires the assistance of a
third person, a friend of the borrower’s;
as €or instance : B, the real borrower,
wants 1001. and finds U, a usurer,
who is willing to lend it to him, at 10
per *cent. 3 has F, a friend, who has
notthe moneyhimselftolendhim,
but is ‘willing to stand security for
him
to
that amount. B, therefore,
draws upon F, and F accepts a bill
of 1001. at 5 per cent. interest, payable at the end of a twelvemonth
from the date. F draws a like bill
upon B : each sellshis bill to U for
fifty pound:and it is endorsed to U
accordingly. The 501. ,that F re&es he deliversover
without any
considerationto B. This transaction,
if it be a valid one, and if a man can
find such a friend,. is evidently much
less troublesome thanthe practice of
drawing
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drawing
and
re-drawing. And this,
if it be practicable at all, .may be
practised by persons -of any description concerned or not in trade. Should
the effect of this page be to suggest
an expedient, and that a safe and
commodious one, for evading the laws
against usury, to some, to whom such
an expedient might not otherwise have
occurred, it will not lie veryheavy
upon
my
conscience. The prayers
of usurers, whatever efficacy they may
have in lightening the bllrtllen, I hope
I may lay someclaim to, And I think
you will not now wonder at my saying,
that in the efficacy of such prayers I
have not a whit less- confidence &an
in that of the prayers of any otherclass
of men..
One apology I shallhave to plead
at any rate, that in pointing out these
flaws,'to the individual whomay be
disposed
I
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disposed to creep out at them, 1,point
them out at the same time to the legislator, . in whose power it is^ to stop
ret h e p up, if in hisopinionthey
quire it. If, notwithstanding such
opi&o,i he should omit to do so, the
blame will lie, not on my industry, but
on his negligence.
These, it may be .sadi should they
even be secure and effectual euasians,
are still but evasions, and, if chargeable upon the k w at all, are chargeable-not iaconsisteacies but as oversights. Be it so. Setting these aside,
* t-ben, asexpedients practised or practicable, only behind its back, I .will
leave to remind you of two
o&ers,practised from the day of its
birth, under its protection and M r e
its h e .
The first I shall mention is pawnbrokisg, In this case there is the less
pretence
'

,

a
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pretence for morethan ordinary] interest, inasmuch as the security is,,in
this case, not only equal to, but better than, what it can be it1 any other:
to wit, thepresent
possession of a
moveable thing, of easy sale, on which
thecreditor has the power, andcertainlydoes not wanttheinclination,
toset such price as is most for his
advantage, If there
be
a case in
which t h e allowing of such 'extraordinaryinterest is attendedwith more
danger than another, it
must be this:
which is so particularlyadapted
to
the situation of the lowestpoor, tbat
is, of those who, on the score -of!iadigenoeor
simplicity, or both, are
most open to imposition. . This tmde
hosvever the ,law, by regulating, a v o w
edly protects. What' the r&e of interest is, which it' allows
be taken
in.t,his way, I eannd take U ~ Q Rme
- lo
. t o

-
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to remember; but I am much deceived, if it amounts to less than 12
percent. in the year, and I believe it
amountsto a gooddeal more. Whether it were 12 per cent, or 1200, I
believewouldmakein
practice but
little difference. What commission is in
the'business of drawing andre-drawing, warehouse-room is, in that of
pawnbroking.
Whatever
limits then
are set to the profits of this trade, are
set, I takeit, not by the vigilancy of
the law, but, as in the case of othef
trades, by the competition amongst the
traders. Of the other regulations con.
t a i d i u the.aots relativeto this subject,
I recollect no reason to doubt the use.
. The other instance is that o.f bet&ny and respondentia: for the two
tFansactions,being so heady related,
may be spoken of. together. Bottomry
is the 'usury of pawnbroking: responden tia
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dentia is usury at large, .but combined in amanner
with insurance,
andemployed in the a‘ssistance of a
trade carriedon by sea. If any species of usury is tobe- condemned, i
see not on what grounds this particular
species can be screened from the con.
demnation. 6‘ Oh but” (says ,sir William Blackstone, or anybody
else
who takesupon himself the task of
finding a reason for the law) ‘‘ this is
6‘ a maritime. country, and the trade,
f‘ which it carries on by sea,is the great
(‘bulwark of .its defence.” It is not
necessary I should here enquire, whether that branch, which, as Dr.Smith
has shewn, is, in. every view but the
mere one of defence, less *beneficial to
a nation, than two others outof.thefour brancheswhichcomprehend
all
trade, has any claim to bepreferred
to them in this. or any other way,‘ f
E3
admit,
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admit, that the
liberty
which this
branch of trade.enjoys, is nomore
thaa what i,t is perfectly right it
A d d enjoy. ,What I want to know
$,what there is 'in the class of men,
*barked in this trade, that s h a l l
renderbeneficial bo them, a liberty,
.which
would
be
ruinous
to every
body else. 1s it that sea adventures
'haye,lesshazardonthem
than land
adventures ? or that the &a teaches
t i w e , who have to deal with it, a degree of forecast and reflectionwhich
has beed denied to landmen ?
- It. were easy enough to give farther
and.farther extension to this charge of
inconsistency,bybringingtlnder
it
the liberty 'given .to insurancein all
i t s branchesr to the purchase,and sale
bf atlnuities, and af post-obits, in a
word to all cases where.a man is peraittd t o take upon himself an unlimited

mited degree of risk, receiving for SO
doing an unlimited
compensation.
Indeed I k n m Rot where the want
of instances would stop me: for in
what part of the mtigazine of events,
about' whichhumantransactions
are
conversant, is certainty to be found?
But to this head of argument, this
argument ad hominem, as it may be
called, the useofwhich is but subsidiary, and which has more of confutation in it than of persuasion or inuuction, I willinglj put end,
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Blackstone considered.

I Hopeyou

are,by

thistime,
at
least, pretty much .of my opinion,
that there is just the same sort of harm,
and no other, in making the best terms
one can for one's self in a money loan.,
as there is in any other sort of bargain.
If you are not, Blackstone however is,
whose opinion I hope you will allow to
be worthsomething.
In speaking of
therate sf interest", hestarts a parallel between a bargain .for the loan
of money, and a bargain about a horse,
and pronounces, without hesitation,
that the harm of making too good a
bargain,

B. ii. ch. 30.
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bargain, isjust as great inthe one case,
asin the otker. As money-lending,
and not horse-dealing, was,what you
lawyers call, the princzjal case, h e
drops the horse-business,as soon as
it hasanswered the purposeof illustration, which it was brought to serve;
But as, in my conception, as well the
reasoning by whichhesupports
the
decision,asthatby
which any body
else could have supported it, is just as
applicableto the onesort of bargain
astotheother,
I will carry on the
parallelalittlefurther,andgive
the'
same extent to the reasoning, as to the
positiouwhich it is madeuse of to'
support. This extensionwill not be
without its use; for if the position,
when thus extended,shouldbefound
arise;
just, a practicalinferencewill
which is, that the benefits of these restraintsought
to be extended from
the
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the money-tradeto
the horse-trade,
That my own opinion is notfavourable to such restraintsin either case,
has beensufficientlydeclared ; but if
morerespectableopinionsthanmine
are still to prevail, they will not be the
less respectable for being consistent.
The sort of bargain
which
the
learned commet~tatorbas happened to
pitch uponfor the illustration,is indeed, in the case illustrating, as in the
case illustrated, a loan ; but as, to my
apprehension,loan or salemakes, in
point of reaming, no sort of difference, and as the utility of the conchi o n will, in the latter case,be more
. extensive, I shall, adapt the reasoning
to the more important business of sell.
ieg horses, instead of the less important one of lending them.
. A circumstance, that would render
the extension of these restraints to the
,horse.
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horse-trade more smooth and easy, is,
that in the one track, as well as in the
other, the publichasalreadygot
the
length of callingnames.
Joclcey.ship;
a term of reproach not less frequently
applied to the arts of those who setl
horses than to the arts of those who
ride them,sounds, I take it, to the
ear pf many a worthygentleman,
nearly as badas wry; and it is well
known to all those who put their trast
in proverbs, and not less to those who
put their trust in party, that when we
have got 8 dog to hang, who is trow
blesome and keeps us at bay, wwhwer
can contrive to fasten a bad name to
histail,hasgained
more than half
the battle, I now proceed with my
application. The words in italics are
my own:all the rest are Sir William
i3lacltone’s: and I restore, at bottom,
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tom, the'words

I wasobliged to dis-

card, in order to make room for mine.
('To demand an' exorbitant price
cc is equallycontrary
to conscience,
('for the loan of ahorst., or for the
'(loan of a sum of money : but a reasonableequivalentfor
the temporary inconvenience, which the own('er may feel by the want of it, and
('for the hazard of hislosing it en'6 ttrely, is notmoreimmoral
in one
( 6 case than in the other. * * **
As to selling hoises, a capital dii.
tinction must be made,between a
moderate and an exorbitant profit :
6' to t h e former of which we give
the
name of horse-dealiltg *, to the latter
the truly odious appellation of jockey-shz@t : the form'er is necessary
(6 in every civil state, if it were but to
,

((
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exclude

* rnteflst,
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exclude the latter. For, as the whole
is wellsummed up
c c by Grotius, if the compensation
g c allowed
by lawdoes
notexceed
the proportion of the inconvenience
I C which it is to the seller of the horse to
".part with i t * , or the want which the
cc buyer has of
it t, its allowance is
l C neitherrepugnanttothe
revealed
('law,nor tothenatural
law : -but
c c if it exceeds these bounds, it is
cc then au oppressivejockt.y-shz$$ : and
c c though the municipal laws may give
6' it impunity, they
never can make it
' c just.
We see, that the exdrbitance or
c c moderation of the price given for a
<' horse 0 dependsupon
two circum('stances : upon the inconvenience of
i c parting
e hazltrd run. t felt by the loan. $ usury.,
fc

lC

of thismatter

*

'(

, '

interest for the money lent.
1

,
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cc
cc
(6

4s
(c

parting with the horse otte has", and
the hazard of not being able to liteet
with such ?anotherj-. The inconvenience to individual sellers of horses $,
can never be estimated. by laws;. the

generalprice for horses 0 must depend
therefore upon the uwal or general
inconvenience. This results entirely
from the quantity of horses.fl in the
kivgdorn:: for the more horsesq there
are running about ** in any nation,
the greater superfiuity there will be
beyond what is necessary to carry on
thebusmess of the mbilcoac2lesf.t and
6'
the c o m m o n concerns of life. In
66 every nation o
r pttblic community
6'
there 'is a certain quantity of borscs $$
f~ then necessary, which. a'person well
skilled in political arithmetic might

(6

perhaps

* i6 fix the present.
9 Iooing it mirely.
$ lenders. 5 rate of general interest. 11 money.
specie. - ** circulating.
+" exchange.
$* money.
,
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perhaps calculate as exactly as 8 pri( 6 vate horsedealer" can the denhand
<c for running horses i n his own stablest :
6' all. above this necessary
quantity
4' may be spared, or lent, or sold, with'(out muchinconveniencetothe respectivelenders or sellers: and the
greaterthe national supeduity is,
v the morenumerouswill be the seU6' ers $, and the lower ougb the. natied price of horse-flesh fr to be :
(6 but where there are
not enough', or
v barelyenough slgarc horses 11 ta an<( swer the ordinary uses of the pub('lic, Rorxjkshq will be proportion(I ably high : for sellers
will be but
c6 few, as few can submit to- the &ton;
cc venience of seUing ??."-so far the
learned commentator.
I: hope
, * banker. t cash in hi own shop. '$ lenders.
5 thc rate of the national interest.
4 circuMq.caPh.
interest. ** kn&rs.
.t-t.lending.
(6

-
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I hope by this time you are worked
up to a properpitch of indignation,
at the neglect and inconsistency betrayedbythe law, in not suppressing
thisspecies of jockey-ship,which it
would be so easy to do, only by fixing
theprice of horses. Nobody is less
disposed than ,I am, to beuncharitable; but whenone thinks of the
15001. taken for Eclipse, and 52OOOL
for Rockingham, and so on, who can
avoid being shocked, tothink
how
little regard
those
who took such
enormousprices must. have-had for
c‘ the law ,of revelation and the
law
!‘ of nature ?” Whoever it is that is
t o move for the municipal law, not
iong ago talked of, for reducing the
rate of interest, whenever that motion
is made, then would be the time for
one of the Yorkshire members to gkt
up, and move, by way of additiog,,
fQ$

*
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for a clause for fixing and reducing
the price of horses. I need not expatiate on the usefulness of that valuable
species' of cattle,whichmight
have
been as cheap. as asses before now, if
our lawgivers had been
as mindful of
their duty in the suppression ofjockgsh$, as they have been in the suppression of usuy.
It may be said, againstfixingthe
price of horse-flesh, that' different
horses may be of different values. I
answer-and I think I shall shew you
as much, when I come to touch upon
the subject of champerty-notmore
different thanthe
valueswhich
the
use of the same sum of money may be
Os to differentpersons,
on different
occasions.
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LETTER X.
Grounds of the Prejudices against Usury.

IT is one thing, to findreasons why
it is ~2 a law should have been made :
it is another to find the reasons why it
was made: in 'other words, it is one
thingtojustify %alaw: it is another
thing to account for its existence,. In
tbe present instance, the former task,
if.-the' observations I have beentroubling you with are Just, is an impossible: me.The
other, though not
necessary forconviction, may contribute something perhaps in the way of
satisfaction. To tracean error to its
fountain head, says Lord Coke, is to
refute

refute it; and.many men then arewho,
till they have received this satisfaction,
be the error what it may, cannot prevail upon themselves to patt with it.
'(If our ancestors .have been all along
under a mistake, how came they to
havefallen intoit ?" is aquestion
that naturally presents itself upon srlt
such occasions. The case is, that in
matters af law more especially, such is
the dominion -of .authority over our
minds, and such the prejudiceit creates
in favour of whatever institution it has
taken under
its
wing, that, after all
manner of reasons thatcan be thought
ef, in -favour of the institution, have
been shewn to be insufficient, we stilt
cannot forbear looking to some unassignable and latent reason for its effi' cient cause. But if, instead of any such
reason, we can find a cause for it in
some ,notion,
the ermnembness of

.
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which we are already satisfied, then at
last we are content to give it up without further struggle; andthen, and
is cornnot tillthen,oursatisfaction
plete.
I n the conceptions of the more considerable part of those through whom
our religion has been handed down to
us, virtue, or rathergodliness,which
was an improved substitute for virtue,
consisted in self-denial : not in self-denial for the sake of society, but of selfOne pretty
denial for itsownsake.
general, rule servedfor most occasions :
not to do what you had a mind to do;
or, in other 'words, not to do what
for your advantage. By
would
be
this of course was meant temporal advantage ; to which spiritual advaetage
was understood to be in constant and
diametrical opposition. For, the proof
of a resolution, on the part of a being
of

Prejudices
against
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to
makehis few favourites happy in a
state in which they were to be, was his
determined pleasure, that they should
keepthemselvesas much strangers to
happinessaspossible, in the state- in
which they were. Now to get money
is what most men have a mind to do :
because he who has money gets, as far
as it goes, most other thingsthat, he
has a mind for, Of course nobody
was to get money : indeed why should
he,when he was not so much as to
keep what he had got already Z TQ
lendmoney at interest, is to get money, or at least to try to get it: of
course it was a bad thing to lend moliey upon such terms. The better the
terms, the worse it was to lend upon
ttism : but it was bad to lend upon
any terms, by which any thing could
F
be
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be got. What made it much the worse
was, that it was acting like a Jew : for
though all Christians
at
first were
Jews, and continued to do asJews
did, after they had become Christians,
yet, in process oftime, it came to be
discovered, thatthedistance between
the motherand the daughterchurch
could not be too wide.
By degrees, as old conceitsgave
place to new, nature so far prevailed,
that the objections togetting money
in general, were pretty well over.ruled :
hut still this Jewish way of getting it,
was too odious to beendured.Christians were too intent upon plaguing
Jews, to listen to thesuggestion of
doing as Jews did, even though money were to be got by it. Indeed the
easier method,, and a method pretty
aucb in. vogue, was, to let the Jews
.get
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getthemoneyany
how they could,
and then squeeze it out of them as it
was wanted.
I n process of time, as questions of
allsorts cameunder discussion, and
this, nottheleastinteresting;among
the rest, the anti-Jewishside of it found
no unopportunesupportin
a passage
of Aristotle: that celebrqtedheathen,
who, in all matters wherein heathenism
did not destroy his competence,had
,
established a despotic empire over the
Christian world. As fate would have
it, that great philosopher, with all. his
industry, and all his penetration,, notofwithst,anding the
great
number
pieces of money that
had
passed
thtough his hands (more perhaps
than 'ever passed'throughthehands
of philosopherbefore or since), .and
notwithstanding the uncommon pains
he had bestowed on the subject of geFB1
neration,

.
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neration,hadneverbeen
able to discover, in any one piece of money, any
organs for generating any -other such
piece. Emboldened by so strong a body
of negativeproof, he ventured at last
to usher into the world the result of his
observations, in the form of an universal proposition, that all money is in its
Bature barren. You, my friend, to
whose cast of mind sound reason is
much more congenialthan ancient philosophy, you have, I dare to say, gone
before me in remarking, that the prac.
tical inference from this shrewd observation, if it afforded any, should have
been, that it would be to no purpose
for a man to try to get five per cent.
aut. of money-not,
that if he could
contrive to gei so much, there woufd
be any harm init. But the sages of
those days did not view the matter in
that light.
, A con-
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A consideration that did not happen
to present itself to that great philosoto
pher,butwhichhadithappened
present itself, might not havebeen
altogether unworthy of his notice, is,
thatthougha
duric would notbeget
another daric, any more than it would
a ram, or an ewe, yet for a daric which
a man borrowed, he
might get a ram
and a couple of ewes, and that tile
e
w
e
s
, were the ramleft with them a
certaintime, would probablynot be
barren. That then, at the end
of the
year, he would find himself master of
his three sheep, together with .two,
if
not three, lambs; and that,
if he sold
his sheep again to pay back his daric,
and gave one of his lambs for the;use
of it inthemeantime,he
would be
two lambs, or at least one lamb,
richerthan if hehad made no such
bargain,
.

These
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These theological and philosophical
conceits, the offspring of the day, were
not ill seconded by principles of a
more permanent complexion.
T h e business of a money-lender,
though only among Christians, and in
Christiantimes; a proscribedprofession, has no where,nor at any time,
been a popular one. Those w h o h a v e
the resolution to sacrificethepresent
to future, are natural objects of envy
to those who have sacrificed the future
to the present.. T h e children who have
eat tbeir cake are the natural enemies
of the c'hildren who have
theirs.
Whilethemoney
is hoped for, and
. f i r a short time after it has beenreceived, he who lends it is a friend and
benefactor : by the time the money is
spent, and the evil hour o f reckoning
is come,thebenefactor
is found to
have changed his nature, and to have
Put
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put on the tyrant and the oppressor. It
is an oppression for a man to reclaim his
own money : it is none to keep it from
him. Among the inconsiderate, that
is, among the great mass of mankind,
selfish affections conspire with the social in treasuring up all favour for 'the
man of dissipation, and in refusing justice to the man of thrift who has supplied him. In some shape or other that
favour attends the chosen object of it,
through every stage of his career.
But, in no stage of his career, can the
man of thrift come i n for any.sbare of
it. It is the generalinterest ofthose
with whom a manlives, that his expense should be at least as great as his
circumstances will bear : because there
are few expenseswhich
a man cab
launchinto, but what thebenefit of
it is 'shared, in some proport'ion or
.oth&r, by'those. with whom he 'lives.

In
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In that circleoriginates

a standing

law, forbidding every man, on pain of
infamy, to confine hiP expenses within
what is adjudged to be the measure of
his means, saving always the power of
exceeding that limit, as much as he
thinks proper : and the means assigned
him by that law may be ever so much
beyond his realmeans, butaresure
never to fall short of them. So close
is the combinationthus formed between the idea of merit and the idea
d expenditure, that a disposition to
spend finds favour in the eyes even of
those who know that a man's circumstances do not entitle him to themeans :
and an upstart, whose chief recom,mendatiou is this disposition, shall find
himself to have purchased a permanent
fund of respect, to the prejudice of the
very persons at whose expense he has
been gratifying his appetites and his
pride.
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pride. The lustre, which the display
of borrowedwealth has diffusedbVer.
his character, awes men,during the
season of his prosperity,intoa
submission to his insolence : and when the
hand of adversity has overtaken him at
last, the recollection of the height, from
which he has fallen, throws the veil of
compassion over his injustice.
The condition of the man of thrift
is the reverse. His lastingopulence
procures him a share, at least, of the
same envy, that attends the prodigal’s
transient display : but the use he makes
of it procures himno part of the favourwhich attends the prodigal. I n
the satisfactions he derives from that
use, the pleasure of possession, and the
idea of enjoying, at some distant period, which may never arrive, nobody
comes in for any share. I n the midst
of his opulence he is regarded as a
F 3
kind
’
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kind of insolvent, whorefuses to h&
now the bills,whichtheirrapacyty
would draw upon him, and whois by
so much the more criminal than other
insolvents, as nothaving the plea of
inability for an excuse.
Could there be any doubt of the disfavour which attends the cause of the
money-'lender, in his competition with
the borrower, and of the disposition
of the public judgment to sacrifice the
interest of the former to that of the
latter, the stage wouldafford a compendious, but a pretty conclusive proof
of it. I t is the business of the dramatist to study,andtoconformto,
the
humours and passions of those, on the
pleasing of whom he dependsforhis
success: it is the course ,which reflection m,astsuggest to every man, .and
which a man would naturally fall into,
though he were not to think about3.

He
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H e may,andveryfrequently
does,
mgkemagnificentpretences,
of giving the lawto them: but woe be to
him that attempts togivethem
any
other law than what they are disposed
already
to
receive.
If he would attempt toleadthemoneinch,
it must
be withgreatcaution,andnotwithout suffering himself to be led by them
at least a dozen. Now, I question,
whether,among all theiustances in
.which a borrower and a lender of money have beenbroughttogether upon
the stage, from the days of Thespis to
the present,thereever
was one,in
which the former was ,not recorn.
mended to favour in someshape or
other, either to-admiration, or to love,
or to pity, or to all three; and the
other, the man of thrift, consigned to

infamy,
Hence

,

,
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Henceit is that, in reviewing and
adjusting the interests of these apparently rival parties, the advantage
made by the borrower is so apt to slip
out of sight, and that made by the
lender toappear in so exaggerated a
point of view. Hence it is, that though
prejudice is so far softened as to acquiesce in the lender's making some
advantage, lest the borrower should
lose altogether the benefit of his assistance, yet stiIl the borrower is to have
all the favour, and the lender'sadvantage is forever t o be clipped, and
pared down, as low as it will bear.
First it was to beconfined to ten per
cent. then to eight, then to six, then
todive, and now lately there was a report of its being to be brought down
four'; with constant liberty to sink
as much lower as it would. The burthen
t

o

,
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then of these restraints, of course, has
been
intended
exclusively
for
the
lender : in reality, as I thinkyou
haveseen, it pressesmuchmoreheavily upon the borrower: I mean him
who either becomes, or in vain wishes
to become so. But the presents directed by prejudice, Dr. Smith will
tell us, arenotalwaysdelivered
accordingtotheiraddress.
It was thus
that the mill-stonedesigned for the
necks of thosevermin,asthey
have
'beencalled, the dealersincorn, was
found to fallupontheheadsof
the
consumers, I t is thus-but further
examples wouldlead me further from
the purpose.
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LETTER XI.
Compound Interest.

'

A .Word or two I musttroubleyou
with, concerning compound interest ;
for compoundinterest is discountenanced by the law': I suppose, as a
sort of usnry. That, without m'expressstipulation, the lawnevergives
it, I well remember : whether, in case
of anexpressstipulation,the
law alEows it to be taken, I am not absolute
ly certain. I should suppose it might :
remembering covenants in mortgages
that interest shodd become
principal.
At any rate, 1 thinkthe law cannot well punish it under the name of
usury.
~

.

If

1
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If the discountenance shewn to this
arrangement be grounded on the horror of the sin of usury, theimpropriety of such discountenance follows
of course, from theargumentswhich
shew the un-<‘sin&lness of that sin.”
Other argument against it, I believe,
was never attempted, unless it were
the giving to such an arrangement the
epithet of a h a d o n e : in doing which,
something more like a reason is given,
thanone
gets in ordinary from the
common law.
If that consistency were to be found
in the common law, whichhasnever
yet been found in man’s conduct! and
which perhaps is hardly in man’s nature,compoundinterest
never could
been
have
denied.
The views
which
suggested this
denial, were, I dare to say, very good’:
the
*1

’
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the effects ofit are, I am certain, very
pernicious.
If the borrower pays the interest at
the day, if he performshis engagement, that very engagement to which
the law pretends to oblige him to conform, the lender, who receives that interest, makescompound
interest of
course, by lending it out again, unless
he chooses rather to expend it : he expects to receive it. at the day, or what
meant the engagement ? if he fails of
receiving it, he is by so much a Ioser.
The borrower, by paying it at the
day, is no loser : if he does not pay it
a t the day, he is by so much a gainer :
a pain of disappointment takes place
in the caSe of the one, while .no such
pain takes place in the case of the
other; The cause of himwhose contention is to cutch u gain, is thus preferred
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ferred tothat of him whose contention is to avoid a loss : contrary to the
reasonableand useful maxim of that
branch of the common law which has
acquired thename
of equity. The
gain,which the law initstenderness
thus bestows on the defaulter, is .an
encouragement, a reward, which it
holds out for breach of faith, for
iniquity, for indolence, for ne@gence.
The loss, wtiich it thus throws upon the forbearing lender, is a punishment which it inflicts on him foe his
forbearance : the power which it-gives
him of avoiding that loss, by prosecuting the, borrower upon the 'instant
of failure, is thus converted into a re- .
ward which it holds out to h i p for his
hard-heartednessand rigour. Msn is
notquite so good as it were to be
whhed he were; but he would be bad
indeed,'
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indeed,werehebadon
all the occasions where the law, as far as depends
on her, has made it his interest so to
be. .
It may be impossible, say you, it
often is impossible,for the borrower
to pay the interest attheday : and
you say truly.. What is the inference ?
That the creditor should not have it .in
his power to ruin' the debtor for not
paying at the day, and that he should
receive a compensation' for the loss ochas it
casioned by such faikre.-He
iri his. power to ruin him, and he has
to obtain such
it not in hispower
compensation. The judge, were it
possible for an arrested debtor to find
his way into a judge's chamber instead
of a spunging-house, might award a
proper respite, suited tothe circumstances of the paFties. I t is not possible: but a respite is purchased, proper
or
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or not proper, perhaps at ten times,
perhaps at a hundredtimes the expense of compound interest,byputting in bail, and fighting the creditor
through all the windings ofmischievous and unnecessary delay. Of the
satisfaction due either for the original.
failure, or for the subsequent vexation
bywhich it hasbeenaggravated,no
part is everreceived by the injure3
creditor : buttheinstruments
of the
lawreceive,perhaps
at his expense,
perhaps atthe debtor's, perhapsten
the
times, perhaps a hundredtimes
amount of that satisfaction, Such is
the result of this tenderness of bhe
law.
I t is i n consequence of such tenderness that on so many occasions a man,
though ever so able, would find himself a loser by paging his just debts:
those very debts of which the law has
recognized'
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recognized the justice. T h e man who
obeys the dictates of common honesty,
the man who does what the law pretends to bid him, 'is wanting to himself. Hence your regular and securely
profitable writs of error in the House
of Lords : hence your random and vindictive costs of one hundredpounds,
and twohundred
pounds, now and
t k n giveq in that house. It is natq-1, and it is something, to find, in a
company of lords, a zeal for justice;
it is not natural, to find, in such a
company, a disposition to bend down
ta the tQil of calculation,
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LETTER XII.
Maintenance and Champerty.

HAVING in the preceding letters
had occasion to lay down, and, as I
flatter myself, to make good, the
general principle, that no man of r i p
years, and of sound mind, ought, out
ofloving kindness to him, to be hindered
from making such bargain, in the way of
obtaining money, as, acting with his y e s
open, he deems conducive to his interest,
I will take your leave for pushing it a
little farther, and extending the applioation of it to another class of regulations still less defensible. I mean the
antique

11s

,
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antique laws against what arecalled
Maintenance and Champerty.
To the head of Muictenance, I think
you refer, besides other offences which
are not tothe presentpurpose, that
of purchasing,upon any terms, any
claim, which it requires a suit at law,
or in equity, to enforce.
Champerty, which is but a particular modification of this sin of Maintenance, ie, I think, the furnishing a
man who has such a claim, with regard
to a real estate, such, money as he may
haveoccasion for, to carry on such
claim,upon the terms of receiving a
part of the estate in case of success.
What the penalties
are.
for these
offences I do not recollect,nor do I
'think it worth while hunting for them,
though I have Blackstone at my elbow.
They are at any rate, 'sufficiently se,

*
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vere to answer the purpose, the rather
as the bargain is made void.
To illustrate the mischievousness of
the laws by which they havebeen
created, give meleave to tell you a
story,which is buttoo truean one,
and which happened to fall within my
own observation.
A gentleman., of my acquaintance
had succeeded, during his minority, to
an estate of about 3,0001. a year: I
won’t say where. His guardian, concealing from him the value of the
estate, which circumstances rendered
it easyfor him to do, got a conveyance of it fromhim, during his nonage, for a trifle. Xrnmediately upon the
tvard’s coming of age, the guardian,
keeping him stili in darkness, found
means to get the conveyance confirmed. Some years afterwards, the ward
discovered the value of the inheritance

he

*

I

he hadbeen throwing sway. Private
representations proving, as it may be.
imagined,ineffectual,heapplied to a
court of equity. The suit was in some
forwardness : the opinion of the ablest
counsel highly encouraging : but money there remained none,We all know
but 'too.well, that, in spite of the una
impeachableintegrity: of the bench,
that branch ofjustice, which is parti-cularly. dignifiedwith
the name of
equity, is only forthosewho can afford to throw away one fortune for the
chance of recoveringanother,
Two
persons,however,werefound,who,
between them, were content to defray
the expense of the ticket for this lottery, on condition of receiving half the
.
.
prize. - The prospect now became encouraging : whenunfortunatelyone
sf the adventurers, in exploring the
ltc'~seesof the bottomless pit, happened

civzd Champerty.
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ed to dig .up one of the old statutes
against Champerty. This blew up the
whole project: however the defendant, understanding that, some how or
other, his antagonist hadfound support, had thought fit in the mean time
to propose terms, wl~ichthe plaintiff,
after his support;hadthus dropped from
under him, was very glad to closewith.
He received, I think it was, 50001. :
andfor that he gaveup the estate,
which was worth about as much yearly, togetherwith the arreare,which
wereworthaboutas
much as the
estate.
Whether, in' the .barbarous age .
which .gave birth to thesebarbarous
precautions,w,hether,evenunder
the
&&'of feudal
anarchy, such fettering regulations could have had season
on their side, is a question of curiosity
rather than use. My notion is, that
G
there -

.

~
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there never was a time, that there tiever could have been, or can be a time,
.
when the pushing of suitors away from
-court withone hand, ,while they are
beckoned into it with another, would
not be a policy equallyfaithless, inconsistent, and absurd. But, what
every body must
acknowledge,
is,
that,tothe
timeswhichcalledforth
these laws, and in whichalone they
could have started up, the present are
as opposite as light to darkness.A
mischief, in those times, it seems, but
koo common, though a mischief not to
be cured by such laws, was, that a
.man would buy a weakclaim,
in
hopes that power might convert : i t
.into a: strong one, and that the sword
of a baron, stalking into court with a
rabble of retainers at hisheels,might
strike terror into the eyes of a judge
upon the bench. At present,what
cares
'

'
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cares an English judge for the swords
of an hundred barons ?-Neither fearing norhoping,
hating norloving,
the judge of ourdays is readywith
equalphlegm to administer,upon all
occasions, that system, whatever it be,
of justice, u)r injustice, which the law

has put into his hands. A disposition
so consonant to duty couldnothave
then been hoped for :, one more consonant is hardly tobe wished. Wealth
.has indeed the monopoly of justice
againstpoverty : andsuchmonopoly
it is the direct tendency and necessary
effect of regulations
like
these
to
strengthen and confirm. But with
thismonopolyno
judgethat
lives
now is at all chargeable. The law
created this monopoly: the law, whenever it pleases, may dissolve it.
I will nothowever so farwander
from my subject as toenquire what
G 2
measure
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measure might have been necessary to
afford a fullrelief to the case of that
unfortunate gentleman, any more than
t o the cases of so many other gentlemen who might be found, as unfortunate as he, I will notinsistupon
so
strangeand so inconceivableanarrangement, as that of the judge’s seeing both parties face to face in thefirst
instance, observing what the
facts are
in dispute, and declaring, that
as the
facts should turn out this way or that
way, such or such would be his decree.
At present, I confinemyself to the
removal of such part of the mischief,
as may arise from t h e general conceit
of keeping men out of difficulties, by
.cutting them off from such means of
,relief as each man’s situation may afford. A spunge in this, as in so maay &her cases, is the only needfa, and
only’ aitaibng remedy : one rstroke of
,

.

.

.
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it for the musty laws against mainte-.
nance and champerty : another for the
more recent Ones against usury. Con= ,
sider,forexample,whatwould
have
respectively been the effect of two such
strokes, in the case of the unfortunate
gentleman I havebeen speaking of.
By the first, if what iscalled equity
has any claim to confidence, he would
have got, even after paying of his
champerty-usurers, 15001. a year, in
land,and about as much in money :
instead of getting, and that only by an
accident, $0001. oncetold.
By the
other, there is no saying to what a degreehe might have been benefited.
May I be allowed to stretch so'far ia
favour of the law as to suppose, that
so small a sum as 5001. wouldhave
carried himthroughhis
suit, in the
course of about three years ? I am sensible, that may be thought but. a short,

sum,
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sum, 'and this but a short term, for a
suit in equity; but, for the pu-rpose
of illustration, it may serve as well as
a longer.Suppose he had sought this
necessary sum in the way of borrowing; and had been so fortunate, or, as
the laws against the sin of usury wouM
stile it, so unfortunate, as to^ get it at
200 per cent. H e would then have
purchased his 60001, a year at theprice
of half as much once paid, viz. 30001, ;
in'stead of selling it at that price. Whe-tber, if IIO such laws against usury had
been in being,' he could have got the
money, even at thatrate, I will not p n tend to. say : perhaps he might not
have got it under ten times tlla rate,
perhaps he might have got it at the
tenth part of that rate. Thus far, I
thirik, we'may say, that he might, and
probably would, have been the better
for the repeal of those laws : but thus

far
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far wemustsay,

that it isimpossible
heshould,havebeen the worse. The
terms, upon which he met with adventurerswilling to relievehim,though
they come not withinthat scanty field,
which the law, in the narrowness of its
views, callsusury,do, in the present
case, at twenty years purchase of the
9OOO1. a year he was content to have
sacrificed for such assistance, amount,
in effect, to 4000 percent.Whether
it waslikely that any man,who was
disposed to' venturehismoney,
at
all, uponsuchachance,wouldhave
thought of insisting upon such a rate
of interest, I will leave you to imagine : but thus much may be said,with
confidence,because the fact demonstrates it, that, at a rate-not exceeding
this, the sum would actually have been
supplied.Whateverbecomesthen
of
the laws
against
maintenance
and
champerty,

,
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champerty,theexampleinquestion,
when applied to the laws against usury, .aught, I think, to be sufficient to
convince us, that so longas the expense of seekingrelief a t law stmds
on its present footing, the purpose
of
seeking that relief will, of itself, independently of every other, afford a sufficient ground for allowing any man,
‘ o r every man, to borrow money on any
terms on which he can obtain it.
Crichof,
in White Russi6
March, 1787.
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LETTER XIII.
To Dr. Smith, on Projects in Arts, bc.

SIR,

I

FORGET what son of controversy it
was, amongtheGreeks,
who having
put himself to school to a professor
of eminence, to learnwhat,inthose
days,went bythename of wisdom,
chose an attack upon his master for the
first publicspecimen
of his profienciency.Thisspecimen,whatever
tertainment it might have afforded to
the audience, afforded, it may be supposed, no great satisfaction to the master: 'for the thesis was, that the pup,il
GS
owed

.
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owed himnothing for his pains. For
m y part, being about to shewmyself
. inone
respectasungratefulas
the
Greek, it may bea matter of prudence
for me to look out for something like
candour by way of covering to my ingratitude: instead therefore of pretending to owe you nothing, I shall
begin with acknowledging, that, as far
as your track coincideswithmine, I
should comemuchnearerthetruth,
were I to say I owed you every thing.
Should it be my fortune to gain any
advantage over you, it must be with
weapons which you have taught me to
wield, and withwhich
you yourself
have furnished me : for, as all the great
Standardsof truth, which can be appealed to in this line, owe, as far as I
can understand, their establishment to
you, I can see scarce anyotller way of
convictingyou of any error or oversight,

8
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sight, than by judging you outof your
own mouth.
I n the series of letters to which this
a sequel, I had travelled
willform
nearlythusfar in my researchesinto.
the policy of the laws fixing the rate of
interest, combating such arguments as
fancy rather than observation had suggested t o m y view,when, on a sudden,recollectionpresented
me . with
your formidable image, bestriding the
ground over which I was travelling
pretty much at my ease, and opposing
the shield of your authority to any arguments I could produce,
It was a reflection mentioned by Cicero as affordinghimsome
comfort,
thatthe.employment
histalents'till
thattimehadmet
with, hadbeen
chieflyonthedefending
side. H o w
little soever blest, on anyoccasion, with
any portion of his eloquence, I may;

,
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c
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on the present occasion, however, indulge myself with a portion of what
constituted his comfort : for, if I presume to contend withyou, it is. only
in defence of what I look upon as, not
a most meritoonly an innocent, but
rious race of men, who are so unfortunate as to have fallen under the rod of
your displeasure. I mean projectors :
under which invidious name I understand you to comprehend, in particular, all such persons as, in the pursuit
of wealth,strike
outintoany
new
-channel, and more especially into any
channel of invention.
I t is with the professed viewof
checking, or rather of crushing, these
adventurousspirits, whom yourank
with ‘c prodigals,” thatyouapprove
of the raws which limit the rate of in- terest, grounding yourself on the ten- dency, they appear to. yo‘u to have, to
keep
~
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keep the capital of the country out of
two such different sets of hands.
The passage, I am speaking of, is
in the fourth chapter ofyoursecond
book,volume the second of the 8vo.
edition of 1784. '( The legal rate,"
(you say) it is to be observed, though
it ought
to
be somewhat
above,
(c ought nottobemuch
above, the
'(lowest market rate. If the legal rate
(t of interest in Great Britain, for ex'(ample, was fixed so high as eight or
(c ten per cent. the greater part of the
cc money which was to be lent, would
cr. be lent to prodigals and projectors,
who alone would be willing to give
rr this high
interest.
Sober people,
rc who will give for the use of money
nomore than a part of what they
cr are likely to make by the use of it,
('would not ventureinto the compe" tition.
A great part of the capital
((

((

,

'
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of ,the country would thus be kept
c c out of the hands which weremost
1i.kely to make a profitableandadvantageous use of it, and thrown
6 r into those which were most likely
to
waste and destroyit.
Wherethe
'(legal interest, on the contrary,is
fixed but a very little above the
'(lowest market rate, sober people are
cr universallypreferred
as. borrowers,
'(to prodigals and projectors. The
6' person who lends money, gets nearly
'(as much interest from the former,
6 6 .as he dares to take
from the latter,
(6 and his money is much safer in the
,hands of the one set of people than
in those of the other. Agreat part
of the capital of the country is thus
" thrown into the hands in which it
'c is most likely to be 'employed with
(6 advantage."
I t happens fortunately for the side
(6

((

((

((

.
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you appear to have taken, and
as unfortunately for mine, that the appellative, which the custom of the language
has authorized you, and which the povertyandperversity
of thelanguage
has in a manner forced you, to make
use of, is one,which,along with the
idea of the sort of persons in question,
conveys the idea of reprobation, as indiscriminately and deservedly applied
to them.Withwhatjustice
or consistency,or by the influence of what,
causes, this stamp 'of indiscriminate reprobation has beenthus affixed, it is
not immediately necessary to inquire.
But, thatit does standthus affixed,
you and everybody else, I imagine,
will bereadyenough
to allow. This
being the case, the question stands already decided, in the first instance at
l a s t , if not irrevocably, in the judgments of all those, who, unable -or unwilling

'

,
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willingtobe
atthe pains of analysingtheir ideas, suffer theirmindsto
be led captive by the tyrannyof sounds ;
that is, I doubt, of by far the greater
proportion of those whom we are likely
to have to judge us. In the conceptions of all such persons, to ask whether
it be fit' to restrainprojectsandprojectors, will be as much asto ask,
whether it be fit to restrain rashness,
and folly, and absurdity, and knavery,
and waste.
Of prodigals I shall say no more at
present. I have already stated my reawns for thinking that it is not among
them that we are to look for the natural customers for money at high
rates of interest. As far as those reasons are conclusive,.it will follow, that,
dthe two sorts of men you mention
as properobjects of theburthen of
these restraints, prodigals and projectors,

0
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ors, that burthen .falls exclusively on
the latter. As to these, what your definition is of projectors, and what descriptions of persons you meant to include under the censure conveyed by
that name, might be
material for the
purpose of judging of the propriety of
thatcensure,butmakes
no difference in judging of thepropriety of
the law, which that censure is employed to justify.Whetheryou
yourself,
were the several classesof persons made
to passbefore you in review,would
be disposed to pick outthis .ar that
class, or thisandthat
individual, in
order to exempt them from such
censure, is what for that purpose we have
no need to. inquire. T h e law, it is
certain,makes no, such distinctions :
it fallswitti equal weight, andwith
all its weight, upon all those p s o a s ,
without distinction, to *whom*the term
projectors, inthe most unpartial apd
extensive
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extensivesignification of which it is
capable, can beapplied,
I t falls at
any rate (to repeat some of the words
of my formerdefinition),upon
all
such persons, as, in the pursuit of
wealth, or even of any other
object',endeavour, bythe assistance of
wealth, to strike into any channel of
invention. It fallsuponall such persons,as, in the cultivation of any of
those arts which have been by way of
eminence ternleduseful, direct their endeavours to any of those departments
in which their utility shines most conspicuous and indubitable; uponall
such personsas,in the line of any of
their pursuits,aim at any thing that
can be called imprmcment ;whether it
consist in the production of amy new
article ai3apted to man's use, or in the
meliorating the quality, or diminishing
the expense, o f m y of those which are
already known to us. I t falls, in
short,

short, upon every application of the
human powers, in.which
ingenuity
stands 'inneed of wealth for its assistan t
High and extraordinary rates of interest, how little soever adapted to the
situation of the prodigal, we certainly,
as you very justly observe, particularly
adaptedto.thesituation
of the projector: not however to that of the imprudentprojector only, noreven to
his casemore than another's, but to
tha't of the prudent and well-grounded '*
projector, if theexistence of such a
being were to be supposed. Whatever
be the prudence or otherqualities of
the project, in whatever circu'mstance,
the novelty of it may lie, it has this
circumstance against it, viz. that it is
new. Butthe rates of interest, the
highestrates allowed, are, as you expressly say they are, and as you would
have them to be, adjusted to the situation

.

,'

'

L
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ationwhichthesort
of trader is in;
whose trade runs in the old channels,
and to the best securitywhichsuch
channelscan afford. Butinthena'ture of things, no new trade, no trade
carried on in any new channel, can afford a security equal to that which
may be afforded by a trade carried on
in any 'of t h e old ones : in whatever
light the matter might appear to perfect intelligence,in the eye of every
prudent person, exerting the best powers of judging which the faHible condition of the human faculties affords,
the novelty of any commercial adventure will oppose a chance of ill success,
superadded to every onewhich could
attend the same, or any other, adventure,alreadytried,and
proved to be
profitable by experience.
T h e limitation of the profit that is
to be made, by lending money to per60118 embarked in trade, will render the
monied
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monied manmore anxious, you may
say, aboutthe goodness of his security, and accordingly more anxious to
satisfy himself respecting the prudence
of aprojectinthecarrying
on of
which the moneyis to be employed,
than he wouldbe otherwise: and. in
this way it may be thought that these
laws have a tendency to pick out the
good projects from the bad, and favour the former at the expense of the
latter. The first of these positions I
admit:but
I can never admitthe
consequence to follow. A prudent
man, (I mean nothing more than a man
of ordinary prudence) a prudent man
acting under the sole governance of
.prudential motives, I still say will not,
in thesecircumstances, pick outthe
good projects from the bad, €or he
will not qeddle withprojects at all.
He will pick out old established trades

from

.

*
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from all sorts of projects, good and
bad; for with a new project, be it ever
so promising, he never will have any
thingto do.Byevery
man that has
money,five per cent. or whatever be
the highest legal rate, is at alltimes,
aQd always will be, to be had upon the
verybest security, thatthe bestand
most
prosperous
old-established trade
can afford. Traders in general, I believk, it is commonly understood, are
well enough inclined to enlarge their
capital, as far as all themoneythey
can borrow at the highest legalrate,
while that rate is so low as 5 per
cent. will enlarge it. How it is possible therefore for a project, be it ever
so promising, to afford, to a Iender at
any such rate of interest, terms equally advantageous, upon the whole, with
those he mightbesure
of obtaining
from an old-established business,
is
bore
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morethan I can conceive. Loans of
money may certainly chance, now and
then, ,to find their way into the pockets ,of projectorsaswell as df other
men : but whenthishappens it must
be through incautiousness,orfriendshp, or the expectation of some collateralbenefit,and
not throngh any
idea of the advantageousness of the
transaction, i n the light of a pecuniary
bargain.
I should not expect to see it alledged,
that there is any thing that should
render the number of well-grounded
projects, in corn par is on^ of the illgrounded,lessintime
future, than it
hasbeen in timepast. I am sure at
least that I know of no reasons wby it
should be so, though I know of some
reasons, which I shall beg leave to submit to you by and by, which appear to
me

I

,

me pretty good ones, why the advantage should be on the side of futurity.
But unless ihe stock of well grounded
projects is already spent, and the whole
stock of ill-grounded
projects
that
everwerepossible,
are to belooked
forexclusively in the timetocome,
the censure you have passed on projectors, measuring still the extent of it by
that of the operation of the laws in the
defence of which it is employed, looks
as farbackwardas
forward: it condemns as rashandill-grounded,all
thoseprojects, by whichourspecies
have been successively advanced from
that state in whichacornsweretheir
food, and raw
hides
their
cloathing,
to the state in which it stands at present: for think, Sir, let me beg of you,
whetherwhateveris
now the routine
of trade was not, at its” commencement,
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rnent, project? -whetherwhatever is
now establishment, was not, at one
time, innovation ?
How is it that the tribe ofwellgrounded projects, and of prudent projectors (if bythistime
I may'have
your leave for applying this epithet to
some at least among the projectors of
timepast), bavemanaged to struggle
through the obstacleswhich the laws
in question have been holding in their
way, it 'is neither easy to know,. nor
necessary to inquire. Manifest enough,
I think, it must be by this time, ,that
dificuRies,andthose.notincobsiderable on&, those laws must have been
holding up; in the way of projects of
all sorts, of improvement (if I mag say
so) in every h e , . 80 long as they have
had.existence : reasonable therefore it
must be to conclude,that, h d it not
been for thesediscouragements, p ~ o H

*

;e&

j.

the ahte wage, might
sade, ‘I
think, pr&ty appent, if it be mated,by another passage in thetenth
chapter &your first book.* 6c The
I( establishment.of. any new manufac4‘ ture, of any new brsnch of tom(6 meree, OF of my new practice i
a
‘6 agriculture;” SI! these you ,corng~hend by name under the list of ct po.
crjects:” of every one of them you observe,that
it is a speculation fiom
‘c which the projector promises hhseIf
extraordinary profib. These pror c tits (yon add) are sothetimes v e y
greut, land sometimes, mefregmt&
u perhaps, they are quite ofhe&:
but
rr in g
ened thy.bear no regul~rpw‘(portion to those of’other old trades
in the neighbourbood. If the pmmcceeds, b y are eommanly
*

b

e

’
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at firstvery high, When the trade
cc or practice
becomes thoroughly established, and well .known, the corncc:petition .reduces, them
to the level of
C C other trades.”
.But on this head I
forbear to insist:. nor should I. have
taken this liberty of giving you back
your,,own. words; but in the hope..of
seeing some alteration made i n them in
your next edition, should I be fortunate
enough to find my sentiments confirmed by your’s. i n -other,respects, what
is essential to the public,’ is, what.the
error is in the sentiments entertained,
not who it is that entertains them.
I know ,not whether the observations
which I have been trouMing you with,
will bethought to need, or whether
they will be thought.’to receive,
any additional support from those
comfortable positions, of which you
have made such good and such fiequent
8c

0

..
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quent use, concerningtheconstant'
tendency of mankindtogetforward
in the career of prosperity, the prevalence of prudence over imprudence,
in the sum of.private conduct at leash
and the superior.fitness, of individuals
for managing their,own,pecuniary eoncerns, of whichthey.know the pafii-'
culars and the circumstances, in Comparison of the legislator, who can have
no such knowledge; I . w i l l makeithe
experiment: for, .so long as I have the
mortification to see you on the opposite side, I.can !never think the ground
I have taken strongenough, while any
thing, remains that appears capable of
rendering it still stronger.
'(With regard to misconduct, the
c( number of prudent. and 'successful
undertakings " (you observe *) ( 6 is
I

((

* B. 11. ch. iii. edit. 8vo. 1784, vol. ii. p.
N

%I.

every

'

where much p a t e r than that,
a of injudicious and unsucoessful.ones.
After ail ow complaints of the $reu. every

((

‘{quency of bankruptuies,

the unhap
cc py men who fall into this misforCc tune make but a wry small part of
‘Cthe whole number,enmed in trade,
and a11 other sorts o€ brtsinms j not
u much mere perhaps than one in a
thousand,”
’Tis in anpport of this position that
you appeal to history fbr the constant
d uninterrupted progress of mankind, in our island.atleast, in t&e career of prodpefity : .calling, upm any
one who should entertain, a .doubt.‘of
the fact, to divide the bisbry into amy
number . o f periods, ihm thetime of
Cmsar’s visit down to the present=.proposing for inskme the
d
of the Restoration, the Accession of
Ebmbetb, that of Henry -VEX. the
6‘

=rad

1.
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Norman Conquest, aad the Heptafchy; and putting it to the sceptk to
find- out, if he can, among at1 these
periods, any one at which the condition of the coantry.was notmore prosperous than at the period imnrrlediately
preceding it: spite ,of so many wars,
and firers, and plagues, and all other
public calamities, with which it has
been at different times afflicted, @hether by the hand of God, or by the
misconduct o f t he sovereigtl. NOvefy
easy task, I believe: thefact is too
manifest for the most jaalidicecl eyd to
escape seeing it:-But what and whom
are we to thank, for it, but projects,
and projectbrs ?
No,”.I think I hear you saying,
4c I will n6t thank projeotors ,far it, ‘1
“,wiil rather thank the Idws, which
by fixing the.mW of’interest,have
I C been exercising their vigilance in
repressing
I

.

I

’

((

.
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temerity of projectors,
and
preventing
their
imprudence
" from making those .defalcations from
'(the sum of national prosper,ity,'which
it would' not have, failed to make,
'(had it been left free, If, during all
" these periods,. that' adventurous race
" of men had been left -at liberty by
'(the laws to give full scope to their
'6 rash
enterprizes, theincrease
of
'6 national
prosperity.during < ' these
'6 periods mighthave,
'afforded some
' 6 ground
for, regarding . them in a
' 6 more favourable point of view.
But
6' thefact
is, thattheiractivity
has
6' had these laws to check it;
without
('whichchecksyou'mustgive:me
'<.leavetosuppose,'.that the current
(6 of prosperity, if not titally stopt, or
6' turned the other way, A u l d a t'any
6' rate. have ,been .more orless retard'' ed. Here then" (youconclude)
6' lies
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lies the difference between us. What
look upon as the cause of. the
c‘ increaseaboutwhich
we areboth
cc agreed, I look upon as .an obstacle
gd to it: and what you look upon as,the
gg obstacle, I look upon as the cause.”
Instead of ,starting this as a sort of
plea that might be urged ’by you, I
oug;bt, perhaps,rather to have !
e
n
tioned it aswhatmight be urged by
some people in your place: for as I do
not imagine your penetration would
suffer you to rest satisfied with it, stili
less can I suppose that, if you were
not, your candour would allow you
to make use of it as if you were. -. .
To prevent your restingsatisfied
with it, the following. consideratioas
would, I think, be sufficient.
In the drst place, , o f .the seven periods .which YOU have pitched upon,
as so many stages for the eye to rest
HQ
at

(‘you

1

c
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at in viewing the progress of prosperity, it is only during the threelast,

that the country has had the benefit,
i€ such we are to call it, of &he=laws':
fb-r it is to the reign of Henry WIT.
that we owe the first of them.
Here a multitude of questions might
be started: Whether the curbing d
projectorsformed any part of the design of that first statute, orwhether
the views of it were not wholly confried to the reducing the gains of that
obaoxious andenviedclass
of men,
money-lenders ? Whether projec&rs have h e n most abundant before
that ststtate, or since that statute ? And
whether tts nation has suffered, as you
might say-benefited, as I should say,
most by them, wpon the whole, during the former periodor he latter?
Au these discushs, and many more
.thatmight.be started, I decline engap
s

,

t

h

e

ing

iag in, as more likely to retard, than.
to krward, our coming to any a g r e e
ment concerning the main question.
In the next place, I must here 'take
the liberty of rekrring yw to the
proof, which I thiak 1 have already
given, of tbe proposition, that the restraill'ts: in question could never have
had the effect, in any degree, of lessening the proportion. of bad projects to
good -8,
but wly 05 diminishing,
as far as their influence may have extended, the total number of projects,
good and bad tqyther.
Whabver
therefore was. the ;geaerd.tendewy of
the projecting spirit, previously. t& the
first of these'laws, st&: i& mush-harre
remained ever .itace, for $any e @ ! t
which they could have had ia p ~ i f y ing and correcting it.
&zt what ma3 appear:,wre .satiskctwy perhaps than bqtb tbe &we con-

siderations,
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sidetations,and .'may afford us the
best help towards extricating ourselves
from the perplexity,which the plea I
havebeen
combating(andwhich
I
thought it 'necessary to bring to view,
as the best that could be urged) seems
much :better calcolatedtoplunge us
into, than bring us out of, is, the consideration of the smalleffectwhich the
greatest waste that can be conceived to
have been made within any compass of
time, by injudicious projects, can have
had on the sum of prosperity, even in
the estimation of-those whose opinion
is mostunfavourabletoprojectors,in
comparison of the effect which within
the samecompass of timemusthave
been.prodt1ced by prodigality.
Of the two' causes,andonlytwo
causes, which you mention as contributing to retard the accumulationof
national wealth, as far as the conduct
of
'

.

\

.

'

of individuals. is concerned, projecting, as I observed before, is .the one,
and prodigality is theother: bui;the
detriment, which sdciety can-recei$e
even from the concurrent efficacy.of
both these causes, you rgpresent on several
occasions,
as inconsiderable ;
and, if I do not misapprehend .you,
tooinconsiderable, either toneed, or
to warrant, the interposition of governmenttooppose it. Be this as it may
withregard
to projecting and prodigality taken together, with regard
to prodigality at least, 1 am certain.I
do not misapprehend you. On this
subject you ride triumphant, and
chastise the c c impertinence and pre6 ' sumption of kings and-ministers,"
with a tone of authority, which it required a courage like your's to venture upon, and a genius like your's
to
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to warrant a man to assume.”After
drawing the parallelbetweenprivate
thrift andpublicprofusion,
u It is”
(you conclude) c c the highestimper‘6 tinence andpresumptiontherefore
66 in kings and ministers to pretend to
cc watch mer the economy of privute
‘cpople, and to restrain their expense,
‘!either by sumptuary laws, or by
6
‘ prohibiting the importation of foreign luxuriel. They are themselves
cc always, and without exception, the
“ greatest spendthrifts in the. society.
‘(Let them look well after their own
cc expense, and they may safely trust
privatepeoplewiththeirs.
If ‘their
‘‘ own extravagance does not ruin the
cc state, that of their subjectsnever
will.”

* l3.Xch. iii. rd. ii.p. 97. edit, 9vo. 17%.
That
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That the employing the expedients
you mentionforrestraining
prodiglity, is indeed generally, perhaps even
without exception,improper, a d in
many cases even ridieulous. I agree
with you: nor will 1 here s t e p aside
frommy subject io defendfrom that
imputation another mode suggested in
a former part of these pspers. But
howeverpresumptuous
and impet?tinent it may be for the sovereign to attempt in any way to check by legal
restraints the prodigality Q€ individuals,
to attempt to check their bad msugemend bysuchrestraints, seems abuno
dantlg more so. To err in the way of.
prodigality is the lot, though, as you
well observe, not 'of ma% men, in
comparison of the whde mass of
kind, yet at least of a"ny man : the stuff
fit to make a prodigal of is ti be foand
in everyalehouse,
and under every
aaaa-'

hedge.
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hedge. But even to err in the'yay of
projecting is the lot only of the 'privileged few. Prodigality,
though
not
so common as -to. make any very materialdraiq from the, generalmass of
wealth, is howevertoocommon to be
regardedas a mark of .distinction or
as a 'singularity. But the stepping
aside from any of the beaten paths of
traffic, is regarded as a singularity, as
serving to distinguish a man from other
men.Evenwhere
it requiresnogenius, no peculiarity of talent, as where
it consists in nothingmorethan the
finding out a new markettobuy or
sell in, it requireshowever at least a
degree of courage, which is not to be
foundin the commonherd of men.
What shall we say of it,where, in
addition to the vulgar quality of courage, it requires the rareendowment
of genius, in the instance of all those
successive
I

'

'

'
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successiveenterprises,bywhich
arts
andmanufactureshavebeenbrought
from theiroriginalnothing
to their
presentsplendour ? Think, howsmall
a part of the .community these must
make, in comparison. of the race of
prodigals ; of that veryrace,which,
were it onlyon account of the smallness of itsnumber,wouldappeartoo
inconsiderable to you todeserve attention.Yetprodigality
is essentially
and necessarily hurtful,as far asit goes,
to the opulence of the state : projecting, only -by accident.Everyprodigal, without exception, impairs, by the
verysuppositionimpairs,
if he does
not annihilate,hisfortune,But
.it
certainly is noteveryprojector
that
.impairs his: it isnotevery'projectm
that would havedone so, had 'there
been none of thosewiselaws to hinderhim : for the fabric of national
opulence,
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opulence, that fabric of which you
proclaim, with so generous an exultation, the continual increase, that fabric, in every apartment of which,
innumerable as they are, it required
the reprobated hand of a projector to
lay the first stone, has required some
hands at least to beemployed,and
successfully employed. When in comparison of the number of prodigals,
which is too incvnsiderable to deserve
notice,the number of projectors of
all 'kinds is so much moreinconsiderable-andwhenfrom
this inconsiderable number, must be deducted,
the not inconsiderable' proportion of
successful projectors-and from this
zemainder again, all those who can
. wry 0 0 their projects withont wed of
borrowing-think whether it be possible, that this ltwt remainder could af&d 8 multitude, the $educing of wbch
would
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would be an object, deserving, the interposition of government by its magnitude, even taking for granted that
it were an object proper in its nature ?
If it be still a question, whether it
be worth while for government, by its
w u m , to attempt to control the conduct of menvisibly and undeniably
under the dominion of passion; and
acting under that dominion, contrary
to the dictates of their own reason j in
short, to effectwhat is acknowledged
to be their better judgment, against
.what every body, even
themselves,
would acknowledge tabe their worse ;
is it endurable, that t@ legislator.
should by violence subgitute hi? own
pretended reason, the result pf.a ao6.
meRtary and scornfui, glance, the offsprig of wantonness and orrogaace,
much rather tbaal ~f sooia1 anxieby r
d
study,
,
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study, in the place of the humble reason of individuals, binding itself down
with all itsforce to that very object
which he pretends to have it1 view ?Nor let it be forgotten, that, on the side
of the individual in this strange compejition,thereis
the mostperfectand
minute knowledge and information,
which interest, the whole interest of a
man's reputation and fortune, can ensure: 'on the side of the legislator, the
m a t perfectignorance.
All that he
knows; all &it he ,can' know; is, that
the enterprize is a project, which, merely because it is susceptible of that obnttxious name, he looks upon as a sort
of cock, for him,inchildishwantonness, to shia at.-Shall the blind' lead
the blind ? is a question that has been
put of old to ,indicate the height of
folly: but what then shall we say of
himwhd, beingnecessarilyblind, in'

sisb
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sists on leading, in paths he never trod
in, those who can see ?
It mustbe by somedistinctiontoo
if you clear
fineformyconception,
on
yourselffrom the havingtaken,
anotheroccasion,
but on. the wry
pointinquestion, the side, on which
it wouldbe my ambition to seeyou

fix.

‘(What

is the species of domestic
‘(industrywhich his capital canem(‘ploy,and of which the produce is
likelyto be of the greatestvalue,
‘6 every individual”
(you say*), 6‘ it
(‘is evideat, can, in his local situation,
“judge much better thau any statesman or lawgiver can do for him.
The statesman, who. should.attempt
cc to direct private
people
in what
4c manner they ought to employ their

((

((

((

* B. IV.ch, i i , vol ii..p.:159, edit Svo.

‘(capitals,

.
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capitals, would notonly load him(‘self with a most unnecessary atten66 tian, but assume an authorky which
(5 could safely be trusted, not only
to
.no single person, but to no council
or senate whatsoever,
and
which
( 6 would no where be so dangerous as
io the hands sf a man who had folly
and presumptionenough tofancy
66 himself fit to exe~cise
it.
c 6 To give the
monopoly of the
h m e market to the produce of do66 mestic industry,
in any particular
61 art or manufacture, is in some mea6‘ sure to direct private people in what
‘5 manner they ought to employ their
w capitals, and must in almost all awes
be either a aseless or a hurtful r
e
p
iatioa.”-Thnr far.you : and I add,
tcr Emit the legkt iatzrest to a rate at
which thecarriers on of the oldest and
a ~ dk& .haetlrdouS
trades
is

(f

(6

.

Dr.Smith,
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trades .are always g M to borrow, is to
give the monopoly of the money-mmv
ket .to t h w tyaders, as against the projectors of new-imagined trades, not
one of which but, were it only from
the circumstame of its noveky, must,
as I have already observed, appear
more haaardous than the old.
These, in comparison, are but inconclusive topics. I touched upon
them merely as affording, whet i p peared to me the only shadow of 8
plea, that could be brought, in defenee
of the policy 1 am contending against.
I come back therefore to my finst
ground, and beg YOU once more. to
consider, whether, of all that host Q€
manufactures, which we both exult ia
as the caum and ingredients of na.
tional prosperity, there be a sin@ one,
that ceuld have existed at first but i
t8e. shape of .a project. But, if a .regulation,

elation, thetendency and effect of
which is merely .to check projects,
i n as far as they are projects, without
any sort of tendency,. as I have shewn,
to w.eed out the bad ones, is defensible
in its. present state of imperfect efficacy, it should not only havebeendefensible, butmuch.more
worthy of
our approbation, could the efficacy of
it havebeen so far strengthened and
cornpleated as to have opposed, from
the beginning, an unsurmountable bar
to all sorts of projects whatsoever:
that is to say, if, stretchingforth its
hand over the first rudiments of society,, it hadconfined us, from the beginning, to mud for our .habitations,
and to,
to skins for our'cloathing,
acorns for .ourfood.
1 %hope..you'may by thistime be
&pes& to allow me, that we have
.not .been ill served by the projects of
. .
time
'

'

I
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time past. I have already intimated,
that..I could not see any .reasoQ:why
we should apprehend our being worse
served bythe projects of time future.
I willnow
venture to add, that I
think I do see reason, why we should
expectto be still better: andbetter
served by these projects, than by those,
I mean. better upon the whole,, in. virtue of the reduction which experienoe,
if experiencebe
worth any, thiagb
should make in the proportion o€ the
number of the iltgrounded :and n~successful, to that of ihe *well-grounded
and successful ones.
The- career of art,the great road
which receives the faotsteps of projectors, may be considered as a .vast,
andperhaps
unbounded, p k i s . 6
strewed with. gulphs,. such 88 ;,Curtias
was swdllowed up in. Each rq+m
I
an

.

,

'
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an humanvictim to fall into it ere it

f

'

,

can close; ,but when it once closes, it
,closes 'to open no more, and so much
of -thepath is safe to those who follow. If the want of perfect information of former miscarriages renders the
reality of human life less happy than
thispicture, still the similitude must
be.acknowledged i and we see at once
the only plain and effectual method
for bringing that ,similitude still nearer
and n e a w to perfection ; I mean, the
framing the history of the projects of
time past, and (what may beexecuted
in much greater perfection, were but a
finger held up by the hand. of government) the making provisionforrecording, and collecting, and publishing
as they are brought forth, the race of
those, with which the womb of futurity is still pregnant; But to pursue
this
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this idea, the execution of which is not
within my competence, would lead me
too far from' the purpose.
Comfortable it is to reflect, that this
state of continualIy=improvingsec&
rity, is thenatural state notonly.of
the road to opulence, but of every
other track of human life. In the war
which industry and ingenuity rnaintain with fortune, past agesof ignorance andbarbarismform the forlorn
hope, which has been
detached in advance, and made a sacrifice of for. the
sake of future. The golden -age, it is
but too true, is not the lot. of the generation in'which we live: but, if it
is to be found in any part of thetrack
marked out for human existence, it
will be found, I trust,. 'not in any,.*
which is past, but in some part which
is to come.
,
'
But to return to the laws against
I9
usury,

LETT. XIII.

To Dr. Smith,

usmy, and their restraining influence
on projec'tora. !Icham made it, 11 hope,
pretty apparent, that; these restraints'
ha$e n4 pawer or tendencytopick
oat bad .projects:from the gmd. Is it
worth while to add, which I: think I
may do with some truth, that the tendency of them is ratherto pick the
go6d out 'from-the bad,? Thus much
ab least may be said, and it comes
to thesamething,thatthere
is one
cise i n ' wliicb, be. the project what it
may, they may have the effect of
checking it, and another in which they
* can have no such effect; ,and that the
first has.'foritsaccompaniment,and
that a necessary one, a circumstance
which has a strong tendency to separate and discard every project
of the
injudici.ous stamp, but which is wanting in theother case. I mean, in a
wad, the b m J l of~&scussion.

It

I t is evident enough, .that' upoB all
such projects, dhrttever be their 'hature, as findfundsShffieient to
them on, in the -hands of him whose
inventian .gave them birth, these laws
are perfectly, and 'if by this time yaU
' will allow me to s
y ,so, very'happily,
.without power. But dbrthese .there
hasnotnecessarily
bein anyother
judge, briar to experience, than the
inventor's own partial affection. . It is
%not
only not necessary thatthey should
.have had, but it is hatural enough
that they should nothave had, any
such judge : since in mdst cases the
advantage tobe$ expected from the
project depends ifpori the 'exclusive
property in it,. and konsequeotly
upon the concealment. of tlie prineiple. Think, OR the other hand, how
different is the lot of that ente$ize
which depenas upon the good opinion

:care

of

I
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,ofanother man; that other, a man possessed of the wealth which the projector wants, and before whom necessity
forces him to appear in the character
of a suppliant at least; happy if, in
the imagination of his judge, he adds
not to that degradingcharacter, that
of a visionary enthusiastor an impostor!
At any rate, there are, in this case, two
wits, set to sift into the merits of the
project, for one,which was employed
upon that sqme task in the other case:
and of thesetwo there is one,whose
prejudices are certainly not most likely
to be on the favourableside.
True
it is, that in the jumble of occurrences,
an over-sanguine projector may stumble upon a patron as over-sanguine as
himself; and the wishes may bribe the
judgment of the one, as. they did of
the other. The oppositecase, however, you will allow, I think, to be by
much
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much the morenatural.Whatever
a
man's wishes may be for the success of
an enterprize not yet his own, his fears
are likely to be still stronger. That
same pretty generally implanted principle of vanity and self-conceit, .which
disposes most of us to over-value each
of us his own conceptions, disposes us,
in a proportionabledegree, to undervalue.those of other men,
Is it worthadding,though
it be
undeniably true, that could it even be
proved, by ever so uncontrovertible
evidence, that, from the beginning of
time to the presentday,therenever
was a project that did not terminate in
the ruin of its author; not -even from
such a fact as this, could the legislator
derive any sufficient warrant, so much
as for wishing to see the spirit of projects in any. degreerepressed ?-The
discouraging motto, Sic wos non wobis,

may
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may be matter of serious consideration
to the individual, but what is it to the
legislator ? What general, let him attack withever so superior an army,
but knows that hundreds, or perhaps
.&&sands, must perish at the first’one t ’ ? Shall he, for that consideration
alone, lie ,inactive in his lines? “Every
4‘ man for himself-but
‘God,” adds
the proverb (and it might have added
the generail, and %helegislator, and all
wther public servanks), (6 for us all.“
Those sac&ces of imlividuai to general welfare, which, on 80 many occasions, are made by third persons against
men’s -wikfs, shall the parties themdies be restrained from making, when
they do it of their own choice ? To tie
m a , neck and heels, and throw them
into the gulphs i have been speaking
of, is altqgether out of the question :
but if &t every gulph s Crtrtiils stands
mounted
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mounted and caparisoned, ready to
take the leap, i s it for the legislatar, in
‘afit of old-womanish tenderness, topull
him away ? Laying even public interest
oht of the question, and considering
nothing but the-feelings of the individuals inlmediatelyconcerned, a legislator would scarcely do so, who knew
the value of hope, the most precious
‘‘ gift of heaven.”
Consider, Sir, that it is not with the
invention-lottery (that .great branch of
the project lottery, for the Sake of
which i am defending the whole, and
must ‘continue so to do until you or
somebodyelse can shew me how t o
defend it on better terms), it is not I
say with the invention-lottery, as with
the mine-lottery, the privateeringd
lottery, and so many otherlotteries,
which you speakof; and’inno instance,
I think, very much to their advantage.
I 3
In

‘

((

I

.
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In these lines, success does not, as'in
I

.

,

this, arise out of the-embers of ill suecess, and thence propagate itself, by a
happy contagion, perhaps ,to all eternity. LetTitius havefound a mine,
it is not the more easy, but by so much
the less easy,for Sempronius to fin,d
one too: Let Titius have made a capture, it is not the more easy, but by so
much the less easy,. for Sempronius to
do the like. But let Titius have found
out a new dye, more brilliant or more
durable than those in use, let him have
invented a' new and more convenient
mpchine, or a new and more profitable
mode of husbandry ; a thousand dyers,
ten thousand mechanics, a hundred
thousand husbandmen, may repeat and
multiply his success: and then, what
is it to the public, though the fortune of Titius, or of his
usurer,
should
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shouldhavesunkunder
theexperi-~
rnent ?
.Birmingham and Sheffield are pitched upon by you as examples, the one
of a projecting town, the other of an
unprojectingone. * Can you forgive
my saying, I ratherwonder that this
comparison of your own choosing, did
not suggest s0111esuspicions of the justice of the conceptions you had taken
up, to the disadvantage of projectors,
Sheffield is an old oak : Birmingham,
but a mushroom. What if we should
find the mushroomstillvaster
and
more vigorous than the oak ? Not but
the one as well as the other, at what
time soever
planted,
must equally
havebeenplanted
by projectors: for
thougb Tubal Cainhimselfwere
to

be
1

B,I, ch, x, vd, L p. 176. edit. $BO. 1784.

.
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be broug€itpost‘
from Armenia to
plant Sheffield, TubalCaip
himself
wasas arrant a projector in his day,
. as ever Sir Thomas Lombe was, or
Bishop
Blaise:
but Birmingham, it
seems,
claims
in
common
parlance
the title of a projecting town,to the
exclusion of the other, because, being
bat of yesterday, the spirit of project
smells fresher and stronger there than
elsewhere.
of the
When the odious
sound
word projector nolongertingles
in
your e m , tke race of men thus stigmatized do notalways find you their
enemy. Projects, even under the name
of cc dangerous and expensive experi(‘ments,” are represented as not unfit
to be encouraged, even though monopoly be the means : and the monopoly
is defended in that instance, by its similarity
.
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milarity to other instances in which
to the
the like meansareemployed
like purpose.
( 6 When a company of merchants
cc undertake at their own risk and ex'' pense to establish a new trade with
d c someremote
and barbarorls nation,
6' it maynot
be unreasonable" (you
observe) '' to incorporate them into
'6 a joint-stock company, and to grant
6' them, in case of their
success, a
" monopoly of the trade for a certain
6' number of years.
It is the easiest
('and most natural way, in which
the
" state can recompense them,
forha'' zarding a dangerous and expensive
experiment, of which the public is
afterwards to reap the benefit. A
('temporarymonopoly of this kind
r' may bevindicated,upon
the same
"'principles,upon which a like mon'(opoly of a new machine is granted to
((

+

"its
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its inventor, and that of a new book
<‘.toitsauthor.”
Privaterespectmustnotstopme
of givfrom embracing this occasion
ing a warning, which is so much needed by mankind. If so originaland
independent a spirit has not’been always able tosaveitselffrombeing
drawn
aside
by the
fascination
of
sounds, into the paths of vulgarprejudice,howstrict
a watchoughtnot
m e n of commonmouldtosetover
theirjudgments,tosavethemselves
from being led astraybysimilarde. lusions ?
I havesometimesbeen
tempted to
think, that were it in the power of laws
to put words under proscription, as it
is to putmen, the causeof inventive industrymightperhapsderivescarcely
less assistance from a bill .of attainder
against the wordsproject and projectors,
than
cc

%
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than it hasderived from.the act authorizing the grant of patents. I
shouldadd,however, for atime : for
eventhen the envy, and vanity, and
woundedpride,
of the uningenious
herd,
would
sooner
or later infuse
their venom into someotherword,
and set it up as a new tyrant, to hover,
likeitspredecessor,over
the birth of
infant genius, and crush. it in its cradle,
Will not you accuse me of pushing
malicebeyond all. bounds, if I bring
down against you so numerous and respectable a body of men, as the Inembers'of the Saciely for the Encouragement of Arts? I donot,mustnot,
care: for you command too much respect to have any claim to mercy. At
least you will not accuse me of spiriting up against you barbarian enemies,

and

.

-

.
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and devoting you to the vengeance of
. Cherokees and Chicasaws.
Of that popular institution, the very
professed and capital object is the
encouragement of projects, andthe
. propagating of that .obnoxious breed,
the crushing of which you commend
as a fit exercise for tbe arm of power.
But if it be right to crush the acting
malefactors, it would
be
downright
inconsisteucy not to crush, at the same'
time, or rather not to begin with
-crushing, these their hirers and abettors. . Thank then their inadvertence,
or their generosity, or their prudence,
if 'their beadlehas not yet received
orders to burn in ceremonyj as a libel
on the society, a book that does honour to the age.
After having had the boldness to
accuse so great a master of having
fallen
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fallenunawaresinto an error, may I
take the still farther liberty, of 'setting
conjecture to work to account for it ?
Scarce any man, perhaps no man, mn
push the work of creation, in any h e ,
to such a pitch of compleatness, as40
have .gone throughthe task of examining with his own eyes into the grounds
af everyposition,without exception,
which he has had occasion to employ.
You heard the public voice, strengthened by that of law, proclaiming 41
round you, that usby wa8 a sad thing,
and usurers a wicked and pernicious
set of men : you heardfromone at
least of those quarters, that projectots
were either a foolish and contemptible
race, or a knavish and destructive one:
Hurried away by the throng, and taking, very naturally, for granted, that
what every body said must have somi:
ground for it, you have joined the cry,

and
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and added your suffrage to the rest.
Possibly too, among the crowd of projectors which the lotteryof occurrences
happened to present to your observation, the prejudicialsort
may have
borne such a proportion to the beneficial, or shewn themselves in so much
stronger colours, as to have given the
popular- notion a firmer hold in your
judgment, t h a n it would have had, had
the contrary proportion happenedto
present itself to your notice. To allow no more weight to examples that
fall close under o u r eyes, than to those
which have fallen at ever so great a
distance-to suffer the judgmenton no
occaoioh to indulge itself in the licence
of a too hasty and extensive generalization-not
to give any proposition
footing there, till after
all such defalcations have been made, as are necessary to reduce it within the limits of

rigid
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rigid truth--theseare laws, the compleat observance whereof forms the ultimate, and hitherto, perhaps for ever,
ideal term of human wisdom,
You have defended against unmerited
obloquytwoclasses ofmen, the one
innocent at least, the other highly useful; the spreaders of English arts in
foreign climes, * and those whose .industry exerts itself in distributing .that
necessarycommoditywhich
is called
by the way of eminence the staff of
life. Mdy 1 flatter myselfwith having.
succeejed at lastin my endeavours,
to recommend to the samepowerful
protection, two other
highly
useful
af men,
andequallypersecutedsets
usurers and projectors.-Yes-I
will,
.
for the moment at least, inddge so
flattering

* B. N.ch, viii, POI, ii, p. 514, et alibi, edit,
8vo. 1184.
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ffattering an idea; and,
in pursuance
of it, leaving usurers, for whom I have
saidenough already, I will consider
myself as joined now with you in -the
same commission, andthinking with
you of the best means of relieving the
projector from the load of discouragement laid on him .by these laws, iu so
6.r as the pressure of them falls particularly upon him. In my own view
of the matter, indeed, no temperament, no middle course, is either necessary or proper : the only perfectly
effectual, is the only perfectly proper
remedy,-a spunge. But, asnothing
is more common with mankind, than
to give opposite receptions, to conclusions flowing withequal necessity
from thesame principle, let us ztccommodateour
views tothat
contingency.
According to this idea, the ,object,
as
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as far as cohfined to .thepresent case,
shouldbe,
to provide, in favour of
projectorsonly,
a dispensation from
the. rigour of the anti-usvrious laws :
such,for instance, as is enjoyed by
persons engaged in the carrying trade,
in virtue of the indulgencegiven to
loansmade on the footing of respondentia or bottomry. As to abuse, I
see not why the danger of it should be
greater in this case than in those. Whe-.
ther a sum of money be embarked, or
not embarkedin such or such a new
manufacture on land, should not, in its
own nature, be a fact much more. difficult to ascertain, tl~anwhether it be
embarked, or notembarked, ,in such
or such a trading adventure by sea J
and,in the onecase as -in the other,
the payment of the interest, as well as
the repayment of the principal, might
be made to .depend U ~ O Athe succesa,

of

'

of the adventure. T o confine the
indulgence to new 'undertakings, the
having obtained a patent for some in+ention, andthe continuance of the
term of the patent,mightbemade
conditions of the aliowance given to
the bargain:tothismight
be added
of the intended
afl'idavits,expressive
application,and bonds, with sureties,
conditioned for the performance of
the intention so declared ; to be registeredinone of the patent-offices, or
elsewhere. After this,affidavits oncea
year, or oftener, during the subsistence
of thecontract,
declaring what has
been done in execution of it.
If the leading-string is not yet
thought tight enough, boards of conttoulmight be instituted to 'draw it
tighter. T h e n opens a scene of vexation and intrigue: waste of time consumed incourtingthe
favour of-the
members
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members of the board: waste of
time in opening their understandings,
clenched perhaps by ignorance, at any
rate bydisdain
and self-sufficiency,
and vanity, and pride: the favour (for
pride, will make it a favour) granted
to skillin the arts of self-recornmendationandcabal,devoid
of inventive
merit, and refused to naked merit unadorned by practice inthose
arts:
waste of time on the part ‘of the persons themselves engaged in this impertinent inquiry: waste of somebody’s
moneyin paying them for thiswaste
of time. All thesemaybenecessary
evils, where the money to be bestowed
is public money : how idle where it is
the party’s own!-Iwill not plague you,
normyself,with
inquiring of whom
shall be composed this board of nurses
to grown gentlemen : were it only to
cut the matter short, one might name
at

198 LETT.XIII. To,Dr. 8mith.
at once the committees of the Society
<of-Arts, There you have a body of
men 'readytrained in theconduct of
inquiries, which resemble that in question,ineverycircumstance,butthat
which renders it ridiculous : the mem=
bers. or representative of thisdemocratic body would be as likely, I take
it, to'discharge such a trustwith fidelity and skill, asanyaristocracythat
could be substituted in their room.

Crichof,
in White Russia,
March, 1787.
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as aocial,.which
concur in rendering the profuse character
more amiable than the saving, ,'
, p. 103
A proof

.
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A proof of this, the unfavourable light in which
moneplenders, and other men
.of thrift, are
alwaysrepresented on the rtage,

'.

.

p. 106

Hence, even from legislators, t h e lender's i n k reat bas met with less attentionandfavour
than the borrower's,
p. 107

.......

Yet.by this.partialitythepartiesmeant
be favoured,
have
beenthegreatert

ferers,

. . . . . . . . . .:

LETT. XI.

to

sufp. 109

Compound Interest.

Compound interest, how far diecountenanced by
the law,
p. 110

..........
NO argumentagainst it, but
notiao o f u d v ,
or that of hardship, . . . . . . p.s,lll
Inconsistencyandmischief
of eueh discountenance, . . . . . . . . . . . ibid.
The casual inability of the borrower is a reason,
not for such dipcountenance, But for a respite,
; p. 114
which the law never gives,

. . .Effects of ouch false tenderness in breeding mald
; M e delays . . . . . . . . . . . p. 115
Irs

I
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LETT.XII. Maintenance and Champerly,

Inexpediency of restraining men in theirbargains for money, intheinstance
where the
money is wanted for purchasing the assist,
p. 117
ance of the laws,

..

. . .. .

Such 'bargains forbidden, by the laws .against
p. 118
maintenance and champerty,

..
Case of a gentleman who lost 3OOO1. a year by
those laws, . . . . ,
. . . p. 119
,

Absurdity of continuing laws made to obviate a mischief of which no traces remain, ,' , ,
,
, , p. 121

. .. . . .'

The above case may serve also to evince and illuetrate the mischief of the laws restraining
the
rate of interest,
p. 1%

......

ToDr. Smith, on Pra-

LETT. XIII.

jects in Arts, gc.

' Occasion of this address, . . . . p.151
The object of it,the
. .

,

.

.

,

,

defence of projectors,
p. 139
Passage,
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Passage, in which Dr. Smith approves of the law
fixing therate of interest, on account of its
p. 1%
tendency to repress them,
Prejudice under which they labour,
p. 154
The law, and therefore the censure past on them
by the approbation given to that law, admits
of no discrimination in favour of the innocent
and meritorious,.. . . . . . . . . . . p. 136

....
..

The projector cannot hope for money at the
bjghest.rate of interest at present legal, because that may always be had with more safety
from old-established trades,
p. 140

....

The censure on projectors necessarily involve! the
authors of all the arts to which the world owes
itsprosperity,
p. 144

........

And the laws, the approbation of which is, connected with that censure, muat, as far as their
influence has extended, haveoperatedas obstacles to that prosperity,
,
p. 145 -

. ..

Another passage, in which the censure passed
on projectors isplainly exteeded to all.imp. 147
provers,
The censure passed on projectors ia inconsistent with wme fundamental ‘ideas of Dr.
Smitb,
p. 148

.............

...........

Concerning

.
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Concerning the natural prevalence of prudence
'over imprudence-eventhat whichmanifests
itself in prodigalilg-and
the progress of
improvement which has been the.come:
.p. 149
quence,
Groands hr not attributingthat
proeperity
to the operation of the I w o in restraining
projectors,
p. 153
ereat, advances in prosperity had beenmade
, p. 154
prior to the earlieatoftbose,laws,
That their tendency can only have been to
leseen the total uumber of projectors, .without lessening the proportion of bad to
good,.
;
p.155
"Jx greatest mischief that could have been done
by projecting, if totally unrestrained, could
not, according to Dr. Smith, warrant the interponition of the law,because, according to
him, that done by prddigals does not warrant
that interpoeition,
p.156
But prodigahtg iu at my rate much more certainly ruinape, and much moie eammon than
projecting,.
.; . . . . . . p. 159
In contrding prodigditg, the law controls gasiion by rearon : iu controling projects, it
controlsknowledge by ignorance,
, p. 163
Dr.
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Dr. Smith condemns this latter interference also,
in the censure be passes on the laws which
attempt to .direct individuals in tbeir private
p. 115
.cwern8,
The argument repeated-hat the censurean pro.jects involves all past improvements,
p. 167
-3ut future projects,. as sueh, mat be.hsdmgereus thanthepast ones were,
‘ p . 168
Tbeonly c w , in which the restraints applied by
‘these I w s . to prdects attaches upon ‘them, is
that in whieh tbey .are ‘best gaardcd ‘against
! h H r d , ,vir. by the necessity :of lphcir being
discussed before a judge whose preposseasion is
rather on theother side,
p. 171
T h e ruin of every projector, without ,exception,
‘would not be sufficient to disprove the utility
bf projecte,
p. 115
Of two ‘ t m s , -6nsbeAced Dr. ,Smith, that
which is most of a projecting town is most
prosperorre,
’p. 119
Approbation bestowed by Dr. Smith himself
on projects, under
another
name, as also
on other laws that favour them, a warnguard
ing
to against
the
delusion of
noun&,
,
, ,
, ,
,
p. 180
Censure
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Censure passed on projectors hostile to the object
of the Society of Arts,
.
. p. 163
Probable grounds of this censure :
1. Popular opinion, as expressed by the bad
sense contracted by the word (‘Projector,”
p. 185
9. Too hasty generalization, .
p. 186
. Hopes of his turning against the current,of popular prejudice, in this instance, grounded on the
others inwhichhe has~doneso,
p. 187
Expedients proposed for taking away the restraint of the anti-usurious laws from projectore
only.
1. Bouds and affidavits to secure the applying
the money obtained at extra-interest to this
,
p. 190
use, . , , ,
9. Boards to grant licences for that purpose ;
ex.
the Committees of the Society ‘of
A r t s , . . . . . . . . . , . .ibid.
This a bad and uneecessay ex,pedient,
ibid.
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